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-4^ This /A 
• book is dedicated ,* 

with heartfelt gratitude to this 
year's retiring teachers, whose many years ^^5 
of combined service both here at Bahrain r ^JM 
School and at other exotic PoPPS schools 
around the globe have wade us the best ^Pv 
students we can possibly be...you've given us / 
the tools to "fro Far" Remember us, because 
we'll rewewber you. Fly with the Falcons! 
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Yearbook Staff Co-Editors: Yaleen Christensen & Omar Nader 

Alice B. Berard 
Principal 

A huge "thank you" to 
the students and staff 
who spent countless 
hours to accomplish this 
yearbook for Bahrain 
School. Thank you to the 
teachers and students for 
making this a memorable 
year. Congratulations 
to the class of 2008 and 
continued success in your 
future! 

LSAC 
L to R: 
Nina Karran 
Julie Castner 
Khaled Riad Sabre 
T.M. Bautista 
Ivar Tait, Chairman 
Lois Buck 
Mary Witherspoon 
Jeanette Newell 
Alice Berard 
Tracy Kielp 
CDR John Meagher 
CJ O'Hanrahan 
Not Pictured: 
Randy McCord 
Laura Bleck 
BISA Board 
Back Row: L to R 
Dr. Paul Amerding 
Madelein Naudi 
Alice Berard 
Aymen Almoayyed 
Pat Smith 
Ray Kengott 
Alan Law 
Front Row: 
Salah Alireza 
Mohamed A1 Khateeb 
HE Ambassador erli 
Tracy Kelp 
Not Pictured: 
Vickie Lee Yateem 

From the Editors: This year's action packed theme and 
comic book style was particularly challenging, but we had 
a great crew of artists helping out with the graphics. Thank 
you to the whole yearbook staff for hanging in there! And 
as always, Mr. and Mrs. Higbee have 
put in countless hours and we thank 
them from the bottoms of our hearts. 
On behalf of the editors, we hope 
you enjoy this yearbook! : D 

"If you don't love what you do, then 
don't do it at all." -Anonymous-

Class Editors 
Ujvala and Tejas Vemparilla 

Creative Staff 
Clockwise from Top: 
Melis Malatani 
Farrah Yassin 
Ayman Azlan 
Narjes Ruyan 
Ujvala Vemparala 
Noor Shirazie 
Shauna Delong 
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Laura Bleck 
Assistant Principal 

Best wishes to all those 
leaving us and hope you 
have a great adventure 
ahead. Thanks to all our 
dedicated staff who make 
a difference in students' 
lives. Can't wait to see all 
those coming back next 
year. Be ready to learn 
and grow. 

PTSO 
Back Row: L to R 
Lulwa Al-Khalifa 
Mary Witherspoon 
Adrienne Buck 
Tracy Kielp 
Viviana Villarina 
Julie Goodall 
Lorraine Karr 
Front Row: 
Guity Dormishian 
Regine Macias 
Terri Kirby 
Shaheen Ali 
Jeanette Newell 
Brianna Newell 

Bahrain International School Association 

Sports 
Editor 

Samira A1 
Bitar 

Yearbook Advisors 
Bonnie & Jack Higbee Parent Teacher Student Organization 

Local School Advisory Committee 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Cover 
Ayman Azlan 
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Alice Berard Linda Berger Rasha Bilbessi 
Principal English Dept. Language Dept. 

Lois Buck Trevor Burt Judy Byrd & Randy McCord Theresa Edwards 
Aesthetics Dept. Language Dept. Math Dept./S.S. Dept. Transportation Office 

Tammy Ackerman 
English Dept. 

Bassam Al-Khateeb 
Language Dept. 

Jackie Aguilar 
Technoloev DeDt. 

Ibrahim A1 Hirz 
Support Staff 

Tim Connors 
Science Dept. 

Janine Culibrik 
PPS Dept. 

Samira Danouni Jayne Dorsey 
Language Dept. English Dept. 

Bahrain School 

n o  g r e a t e r . . .  

Laura Bleck 
Assistant Principal 

Fayez Al-Sadiq 
Language Dept. 

Elner Austin 
Support Staff 

Scott Barth 
Aesthetics Dept. 

Thresa Bautista 
Social Studies Dept. 

Kim Venutolo 
Support Staff 

Linda Coaklieanos 
Transportation Office 

Yoonsun Choe 
Math Dept. 

Diane Coleman 
PPS Dept. 

Jo Bonner 
Science Dept. 

Patricia Boyer 
P.E. Dept. 

e s p o n s i b i l i t y ,  

Tillie Eaker 
English Dept 

Sherry Gatewood 
Librarian 

Bonnie Higbee 
Aesthetics Dept. 

Jack HigOee & ueue ivianer 
Educational Technologist/Nurse 

Bahrain School 



p r i v i l e g e ,  t h a w  t h e  

Karl Hoffman 
Science Dept. 

Kathleen Murphy 
Language Dept. 

Cesar Rivera Abdul-Malik Sadiq Jim Sagle 
Maintenance Dept. Support Staff Technology Dept. 

Peter Vaz 
Support Staff 
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Viviana Villarina Heidi & Shane Washingtor 
Social Studies Dept. P.E. & English Dept. 

Anna Seixas 
Support Staff 

Mary Webb 
Science Dept. 

Robert Webb 
Technology Dept. 

Bahrain School Bahrain School 

Shawn Wintermote 
Security Officer 

Regina & Bobby Zilinski 
Counselor & P.E. Dept. 
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Melinda Newport c.J. O'Hanrahan 
Math Dept. Counselor 

Howard Johnson 
BIS A/ Dormitory 

Lorraine Karr 
Science Dept. 

r a i s i n g  o f  t h e  n e x t  g e w e r a t i o w .  C. Everett Coop 

Janice Paul 
Language Dept. 

Aziz Qassim 
Support Staff 

Maria Rejai 
Math Dept. 

Lois Buck Lorraine Karr & Viviana Villarina 
Art Dept. Science Dept. Social Studies Dept. 

Russ Steponic 
Math Dept. 

Shelly Swanson 
Counselor 

Sue Uribe 
English Dept. 

Katrina Kemper 
Science Dept. 

Amal Marouf 
Language Dept. 

Nishi Krishman 
Support Staff 

Randy McCord 
Social Studies Dept. 

Albert Monteiro 
Technology Support 



SENIOR SONG 
WORLD'S GREATEST -R. KELLY 
PROM SONG 
RISE UP -YVES IAROCK 
SENIOR QUOTE 
"BE THE CHANGE YOU WISH , 

TO SEE IN THE WORLD..." V, 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL BAHRAIN SCHOOL 



SENIORS 
SHAHAAN ABBASY 

RAWAN ABU -KHURMA 

I wo uld first like to thank Allah for His guidance. 

Mama: You re always there to put a smile on my face and I've never 
doubted that. I lov e your positive attitude and I ho pe to take that 
with me. Thank you for the support. Baba: I wil l first start out by 
thanking you for always being there and never giving up on me. I can 
always count on you. I h ope to make you proud one day. Ghassan: 
Thanks for being the older brother that will a lways look out for me. 
I'll mis s your commands. Marwan: You're one of the only people 
that can truly make me laugh. I am blessed to have a caring brother 
like you. Safwan: You've always been so understanding. Thanks for 
always being there when I ne eded you the most. 

Firstly, thanks to mighty Allah for all his blessings. Ami and Abu, 
you are the light to my darkness, the thaw to my frost and the reason 
for my life. I am forever grateful for everything you have done for 
me over the last 18 years. I lov e you both more than I co uld possibly 
express. Shameen.you are a wonderful sister, I w ish you the best 
of luck in y our future and the challenges that will face you. Take care 
of yourself and the family. I will always have my eye on you and I will 
always love you. Amma, Nani, and Nana, without your prayers 
I wo uld be lost.Thank you for always being there for me. I lo ve you 
all. Dada Abu, nothing can express my sorrow towards the fact 
that you are no longer here with me. Not a day goes by that I do 
not think about you. I wis h you were here to see me take the next 
cornerstone of my life. You are my inspiration and will always hold a 
special place in my heart. 

SHIRIN ABDURASHID 

My parents, thank you for everything you've done for me. You guys 
mean so much to me. Class of'08, wish your dreams come true, 
good luck! 

BANGLADESHI AMERICAN 

DUAL DIPLOMA 

CLASS OF *08 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

SARA ABUSHEIKH 

Regardless of whichever way I ph rase it, "thank you" seems so 
unworthy in thinking of what God and my family have granted me. I'll 
spend forever trying to make you proud. I lov e you. To those who 
have been true: thank you. It's all I cou ld ask for. What I've experienced 
here has made me who I am and taught me one of the most valuable 
lessons I'll ev er learn of faith and truth... so to all t hose who were a 
part of it, thank you. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

RASH A ABU-LABAN 

"YOU EMBRACE THAT WHICH DEFINES Y OU." 

DC 

MALIHA AFSUN AHMED 
"TRULY GREAT FRIEN DS ARE HARD TO FIND, DIFF ICULT TO LEAVE, 

AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET." 
ANONYMOUS 

I tha nk Allah (SWT) for His blessings. Mom, Dad:Thanks for 
supporting me all this way; I co uldn't have done it without you guys. 
Samiha: Greatest little sister! I'll mis s you next year! Ryaan: Keep 
the house lively! And don't grow up to soon. Maheen:Thank you for 
everything. I do n't know how I'll sur vive without you next year. Olga: 
My life saver! Don't forget the good times! Sahar, Sana: Don't worry 
you'll survive one more year. I'm going to miss you two so much! To 
all my friends:Thanks for being there and I'll n ever forget you guys! 
Dormies: I'll miss all o f you guys! Don't have too much fun in the 
dorm! Class of 2008:We did it!!!!! 

"WE WALKED S O FAR TOGETHER , WE'VE GRO WN SO VERY CLO SE, 

BUT YEST ERDAY BECAME TODAY A ND WE ARE ON THE VER GE OF 

TOMORROW; WHERE WE MUST G O ON ALONE A ND FIND THE DREAMS 

WE'VE DREAMT TOGETHER" 

ANONYMOUS 

Bismillah. Mama, it was you who has made me who I am today. I 
love you. Baba, your high expectations you set for me is how I hav e 
achieved everything I wa nted. I lo ve you. Ruba, Ola, Rana, Yara, I 
couldn't have asked for four better sisters.Thanks for putting up with 
me. I lov e you all. Adam, cutest nephew, I l ove you. 
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FAHAD AKHTAR 

Mom & Dad, thanks for everything, I love you guys. Bros & Sis, you 
have a long way to go, I love you guys. Friends, we did it ! Kit! 

ZAHRA ALAALI 
"IF YOU CAN DR EAM IT, Y OU CAN DO IT. " 

WALT DISNEY 

First I would like to thankAllah for all of my blessings,AlHumdulelah. 
Mama and Baba, words can't express my gratitude to you; you've been 
the greatest parents anyone could ever have. I love you. Family and 
friends:Thanks for putting up with me, KIT. 

SAMIRA AL-BITAR 
"No PAIN, NO GAIN" 

ANONYMOUS 

Mom, words can never express how grateful I am to have you as a 
mother & a friend; no one will ever be able to make me happy like 
you do. Dad, you definitely know how to put a smile on my face, 
couldn't have done this without you. Faisal, I will always be there 
for you no matter what. Bana, you are definitely one of a kind; 
sadly I won't have anyone to make fun of now. Hala, "For you, a 
thousand times over." You taught me the value of fri endship and for 
that I am forever indebted to you. Hanouf, the best times of my life 
were spent with you; our journey is still not over! Yara, my other 
half, you taught me well! 

BAHRAIN SCH OOL 

CLASS OF *08 

NADIA ALIREZA 

MOEEZ TARIQ ALI 
"I CAN SUM U P WHAT I'V E LE ARNED ABO UT L IFE IN 3 WORDS! IT 
GOES ON..." 

ROBERT F ROST 

Ammi and Abba: For who you are, I love you so much. For what 
you've done, I will always be thankful. Simply put: you are the most 
amazing people in my life; my support, my role models-l love you so 
much. You never give up o n me and continue to put faith in me. I 
attribute all my succe ss to you both because of that. Brothers: I 
have been so fortun ate to have your footsteps to follow in-thank you 
for being so patient with me. Noora/Venkat: Mama #2, Brothers 
#3-without you I know I would not be the person I am today.l love 
you both. 

Mama:You mean the world to me and I love you more than you could 
ever imagine. Baba:Thanks for always being there to support and 
believe in me. Love you. Tariq (Twig):We drive each other crazy but I 
love you anyways. Alooy: Don't drive Kumar crazy while I'm gone, love 
you. Grandma & Grandpa:You give me hope in th is world that love 
will prevail - Love you. 

"WHAT YOU DO SP EAKS S O LOU D THA T I CANNOT H EAR WHA T 

YOU SA Y." 
RALPH WALDO EMERSON 

We finally attained what we have been waiting for-for as long as I can 
remember.There are many memories, some bring me joy, some bring 
me to tears... nevertheless, all unforgettable and forever cherished. 
Mama & Daddy: I hope you are proud of me as much as I am of you. 
I'm sorry for all the times I let you down. I love you so much. Reem/ 
Dana/Rana/Mansour:Thank you for never giving up on me! I'm sorry 
for all the times I drove you nuts! I wouldn't be the person I am today 
without you. Leya & Zad: My Prince & Princess. Love you to bits. Fahad 
& Jooj: Coolest brother-in-laws in the world in the world! Rabaa & 
Hasan: Couldn't ask for better cousins. 

MODHI ALJARBOU 

BAHRAIN SCH OOL ^ 
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ABDULLA AL-KHALIFA 

Mom and Dad thank you for your help and support. Ahmed, Salman, 
Khalid, Mariam, thank you for everything. Friends: Bu Hamad, Bu 
Khalifa, Isa Kanoo, Abdulrahman R and all fr iends out of school we've 
spent the best days together kit and tc. Class of 2006,2007, 2008. 
Good Luck! 

CLASS OF '08 

HUSAIN A L KHOOR 
"LOVED BY A FEW, HATED BY MANY , RESPECT ED BY ALL" 

PAPOOSE 

People these days would do anything to have an amazing family that 
they would be able to live with. I w as blessed with a fantastic family I 
would call perfect.Thank you so much for being there for me. I lo ve 
you all. Parents: Believe it or not, I know it has been hard raising me, 
so I'm not going to start off by saying thank you. For everything you've 
done for me thank you isn't going to mean anything. I kn ow nothing I 
do is enough to repay you but I w ant you to know that I do appreciate 
every little thing you have done for me and didn't take it for granted. 
Brothers and sisters: Since the begining you were by my side, and for 
those that came after me. Since the beginning I wa s by yours.You have 
always been and will always be everything to me. Real friends: It's hard 
to find friends that will always be there for you, but you made it easy 
as I loo ked around and saw you standing by my side. 

MOTAZ IS SAM AWAD 

Allah, thank you for the parents and family I hav e, the friends I hav e 
made, and the life I w ill continue to experience. Mama wa Baba, 
thank you for your endless support and for making me the person I 
am today. I lov e you with all my heart and will miss you. Mahmoud, 
brother, thanks for all the times you helped me and sacrificed your 
time for me. But you ain't getting rid of me yet. Lana, Rola, sisters, 
thank you for all the advice you had and for the good times...I'll miss 
you girls as always. 

Parents, thank you for all t he support you have given me throughout 
my life. Friends, the memories are too much to say in 40 words. You 
all know who you are. Teachers, to the few who truly looked out for 
my well being, I th ank you. 

AHMAD MA SOOD ANSARI 
"UNTIL THE DA Y I DIE, AL L EY ES ON ME...ONLY GOD CAN JUDGE 

ME." 

TUPAC SHAKUR (JUNE 16, 1971 - SEPTEMBER 13, 1996) 

Allah, thank you for all that you have provided me with: Ami and Abu, 
you are angels sent from above. Words cannot express what you mean 
to me; just know that one day I will make you proud. I lov e you both 
so much. Bhaijan, my blood, my right-hand man, wouldn't hesitate to 
put my life in your hands. You are the strongest person I kn ow. One 
day you are going to achieve greatness, just believe in y ourself. Samar, 
thank you for your protection and guidance; thank you for always 
believing in me. Whatever I acc omplish, I o we it to you.You are an 
amazing sister, I lo ve you. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 
BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

HESHAM A LSAEEDI 

ISA AL-KHALIFA 

" WHEN YOU HA VE ROB BED A MAN OF EVERYTHING, HE'S NO 

LONGER IN YOUR POWER. HE IS FR EE AGAIN." 

ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSY N 

As a graduate student from Bahrain School, I wo uld like to share my 
love and appreciation to the following that have had a major impact on 
me throughout my educational career. 
1. My s upportive parents. 
2. Teachers/ Faculty. 
3. Friends. 



AMERICAN 
AMERICAN DIPLOMA 

SAUDI LIBY AN 
DUAL DIPLOMA 

First and foremost, I have to thank Allah almighty for everything 
he has blessed me with. Secondly, to my family who has loved me 
unconditionally and helped me throughout my life. To my loving 
parents, I want to thank you for your love and guidance; I would not 
be the person I am today if it was not for you two. To my beautiful 
sisters, Sahar and Arrej, I want to thank you for always being there for 
me and for all of the great times that we shared. I love you all of you 
very much, and I will make you proud! 

DARRELL ANTONIO BOST 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Mom, Dad, and Jennie, thank you for everything. You guys have been 
there for me since the beginning. Even when I didn't think I was going 
to make it you three always believed in me. I am going to make you 
proud. 

YOUSEF ALI BUGAIGHIS 
"I HAVE N EVER L ET MY S CHOOLING INTERFERE WITH M Y EDUC ATION." 

MARK TWAIN 

I would like to thank my parents and sisters for their continued 
support throughout the years. Mama and Baba, I am grateful that 
you were always there for me. Dana and Sara, I hope you become 
successful in your lives. I love you all. 

BAHRAIN SCH OOL 

SENIORS 

AHSAN MUHAMMAD AYUB 

CLASS OF *08 
KHALID WALID CHAAR 
"TIME YOU ENJOYED WA STING, WAS N OT WASTED." 

JOHN LENNON 
"ALWAYS EXPECT TH E WO RST BU T HO PE F OR TH E BEST." 

YOUNG JEEZY 

First, I would like to thank God for providing me with a good & healthy 
life. Second, my parents who have always believed in me, and pushed 
me to do my best. Karim & Nour, you guys are almost done with 
school too, so enjoy your time at home while you have time there. A 
message to all my friends; we had a good year and finally we are done, 
hope you guys live succesful lives and have a great time in university, 
and I hope to see you all in the future one day. 

FALEEN ALYSSA CHRISTENSEN 

"THE THINGS YOU'RE MO ST A FRAID OF A RE U SUALLY TH E MOST 
WORTH WHILE". 

ANONYMOUS 

Mom & Dad, I guess I've reached one step closer to adulthood and 
after all the struggling to pull through finally paid off. Now that this 
stage in life is over, it is time to taste the new and wonderful world of 
freedom and responsibility. 

SAFIA SAMIR DAWANI 

"A TRUE FR IEND W ALKS IN WHEN TH E WHOLE WORLD WALKS 
OUT." 

ANONYMOUS 

Thank you Mom and Dad for pushing me to do my best and for always 
being there for me when I needed you. Without you I don't know 
where I would be. Whenever I needed anything, you made sure I had 
it. You have been the best parents anyone could ask for. Next year 
is going to be difficult without you, but I will make you proud. Mark, 
thank you for teaching me many lessons, you're like my second father. I 
love you all and will miss you next year! 

Abuelos, es una bendicion tener abuelos como ustedes, 
por todo, cuidense mucho y los amo. To the rest of my family, 

thank you for loving and supporting me throughout my life. I love you 
so much and cannot wait to see you! 



SENIORS 

BAHRAINI 
AMERICAN DIPLOMA 

Thanks to my parents, my brother, and all of my friends who helped 
me get to this point in my life. 

"Anata ga mienai. Kono me wa mienai." A A 

SHAUNA DE LONG 

REEM JAMAL FAKHRO 
"THE PAST CAN H URT. YOU CAN EITHER RU N FR OM IT O R LE ARN 
FROM IT." 

THE LION KING 
Baba:You're the world to me, thank you for everything, I love you! 
Mama: you're more than a mother to me, a sister and a true friend. I 
love you. Feras: Eight years between us, we still manage to be close, 
thanks for everything, love you. Zayoudi: Don't even let me start, I 
don't even know how to thank you, thanks for everything and standing 
beside me as always. I love you so much. Uncle Rashid & Aunty Salwa: 
My second parents, thank you so much for everything. Love you. Lulu, 
Hasoon and Meme: My other brothers.Thank you for being there for 
me. I love you guys and our memories will still continue. Marmoora: I 
really don't know where to start.Thank you so much for everything, 
you're more than a friend to me, you are like my older sister. Family 
and Friends: I LOVE YOU! 

VICKY FAVA 
MY MAMA US ED TO T ELL ME, IF Y OU CAN'T FIN D SO METHING TO LIV E 

FOR, YOU B EST F IND SOMETHING TO DIE FOR." 

TUPAC SHA KUR 

Thank you mom and Gio for giving me the opportunity to study and 
go to college (vi voglio bene) Shirin, I will love you forever, thanks 
for being there for me all the time. Swedish, keep it real we "da 
europeanz! Zoya, III always be there for you girl. Nadia, gossip, 
laughs, and teas, but always there for each other. 

BAHRAIN SCHO OL 

"KURAYAMI NI HIKARI O UTE" 
UTADA HIKARU 

ITALIAN 
IB DIPLOMA 

CLASS OF *08 

AMERICAN 
IB DIPLOMA 

STAN FUNK 

Thanks to my parents for believing in me and helping me with my 
work, as well as providing me with food and shelter through the harsh 
winters and hot summers. Also my brothers and sisters for the good 
example they set. 

CONNOR MICHAEL HAYES 

Mom, Dad, I don't even know where to start. No words on paper or 
actions are good enough to express my thanks to you for how much 
you have helped me to become the person I am today. I can't imagine 
my life without you, love you both. Molly, if you ever get sick of going 
to Germany, I'll gladly take your spot. Jonathon, don't cause too much 
trouble while I'm gone...I'll be watching, and work on that pitching. 
Both of you know that I'll miss you in college even if I don't actually say 
it when we part ways this summer. To the Chungs, thanks for all the 
support throughout he many years we've known each other. And Evan, 
I'll be seeing you at the party of the year. Class of '08: We did it! 

SARA HOGBERG 
"You ARE ON E OF A KIND, A T RUE OR IGINAL, A M ASTERPIECE WITH 
IMCOMPARABLE VA LUE, WITHOUT YOU T HE WORLD WOULD B E 
INCOMPLETE, LIKE A PU ZZLE MISSING A CR UCIAL P IECE, AND YOU A RE 
THE ONLY ON E IN THE UNIVERSE WHO CAN FI LL THAT FI NAL SP ACE." 

ANONYMOUS 

Thanks to everyone that I love, for all your support and the positive 
influences you have had on me throughout my life. I love you, and you 
will always have a special place in my heart. For my friends, remember 
that even though we all might take different paths in life, no matter 
where we go we will take a little of each other with us, no matter 
what path we choose. My -mie, my "sister," and my loves there are 
not enough words, or space here to describe how much I love you all 
and our crazy memories! And it does not matter what I write because 
it cannot be described, we just know. Love you mother, father, Hanna, 
and Olle. 

SWEDISH 
IB DIPLOMA 

BAHRAIN SCH OOL 21 



SENIORS 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

YUSUF JALAL 
"IT'S COOL TO LOVE TO WIN BUT IT'S BET TER TO HATE TO LOSE." 

NASS 

My parents: you have raised me with love and care since I w as a 
child and you have been there for me when I n eeded you. How can 
I e xpress my thanks and gratitiude with just a couple of lines? I lo ve 
you both and I w ould like to say with all my heart-thank you for being 
the best parents anyone could ever ask for. My brother: I'm really 
going to miss you a lot. You've got 4 years left, stay on track. I love 
you. My cousins: I would like to thank you for showing me support 
when I n eeded it.You guys really mean a lot to me. I will miss you 
all. My friends:This year has been a fun year and it wouldn't have 
been the same without you guys.You really made this year a year to 
remember.Thank you. Class of '08: Each one of you has a special place 
in my heart. Take care and keep in touch. 

HALA KA IKSOW 

ANDREW KA RAAN 
LIVE AS IF Y OU WERE TO DIE TOMORROW. LEARN AS IF YO U WERE TC 

LIVE FORE VER." 

ANONYMOL 

Mama & Baba:Words can't express my love for you. I'm so grateful 
for all that you've done for me. Thank you. I lo ve you. 
Mai, Dalai, and Reem:You've taught me all that I k now and I'm going 
to miss you guys like crazy! Love you. 
Ayah: My little princess! You have about 15 years to go. Embrace 
them! They will be the best in your life. 
Mama June.Thank you for always being there. I lo ve you so much and 
I'm really going to miss you. 
Cousins:Thank you for everything. Love you! 

Dad and Mom:Thank you for everything you have done for me.You 
have been my greatest support and I re ally appreciate it. George:You 
have been a really good brother over the years and I w ish you luck in 
everything you do. Steven:Take care of the family.You are the man of 
the house now.To all my friends: I w ould like to thank you for being 
there for me. I re ally appreciate everything you have done for me.To 
the class of '08:1 wish all of you the best as this is just the beginning. 

"WHAT'S MEANT TO BE WIL L ALW AYS FIND A WAY." 

AMRERICAN LEBANESE 

AMERICAN DIPLOMA 

CLASS OF *08 

MICHAEL KR IECH 

Mom and Dad, I th ank you for everything you have given to me. I lo ve 
you so much. Marc, best brother ever! Livia, stay the way you are. 
Zarina, I ca n't imagine being without you. I lo ve you. 

MARIAM KHAN 

Mommy: What am I go ing to do without you? Or more like, what 
are you going to do without me? I'll be expecting visits from you very 
often. I love you so much, and you're probably the only person in 
the world that has enough patience to handle me. I'll miss you most. 
Daddy: Sorry to say this, but your little chunk is leaving you.Thank 
you for putting up with me and always being there no matter what.You 
always had my back. I love you for that. Saira and Saman: Bestest sisters 
ever. Thanks for paving the road for me and letting me have it all so 
easy. Better be excited that the monkey is finally going to be close to 
you. It's about time. 

SAMIRA KL INK 
"IMAGINE ALL TH E PEOPLE , LIVING LI FE IN PEAC E." 

JOHN LENNON 

Mom, Baba: I'll miss you guys. Thanks for being there for me. Kareem, 
Zeina: Have fun in Dubai buddies, and don't give mom and baba so 
much trouble I'll miss you Zeina...hah I'm prettier than you;) Mel, 
Nads, Britt: fancy seeing you here!! Heh good times, good times. Miss 
y'all. Class of '08: Good times.J'll miss you guys!! 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 
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CANADIAN 

AMERICAN DIPLOMA 

COURTNEY MA SSIE 

PRIYANKA L OUVELLE 

First of all I w ould like to thank my parents for giving me everything a 
little orphan girl could ever hope and dream for. If it wasn't for both 
of your love and support I p robably wouldn't be here and I k now 
for a fact I d efinately would not be the person who I am today. I lo ve 
you both.To Nayla Al-Khalifa, you have taught me so many things and 
have helped me come such a long way. Honestly, I d on't think I co uld 
have handled this year without you. Zoe and Livia for being there by 
my side whenever I w as in a mess, you guys were always there to get 
me out of it. If it wasn't for you two, I w ould probably have been very 
anti-social. Good luck in junior year.:) I lo ve you all! 

Mom and Dad:Thank you for all that you have sacrificed and taught 
me throughout life. I lo ve you. Kelly,Yusef, Brittany, Nadia, and Melis: 
What little I h ad of this year was made amazing by your friendships. 
Riad: I lo ve you more than anything. 

MELIS M ALATANI 
"SOME DAY WE'LL FIND IT, THE RAINBOW CONNECTION" 

K.F. 

An-ne and Daaad thank you for being amazing parents, for your 
support, and love.You both have made so much possible for me. My 
big bro - I lo ve you sooo much thanks for always being there for me 
no matter what.Yazoo and Riyad- I lo ve you both unconditionally, 
thank you of your unbelieveable support in everything.Thank you to 
all my teachers who have been very helpful throughout my life. Last 
but not least, thank you to Mr. and Mrs. Higbee, you've truly been so 
supportive. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 
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POLISH 

IB DIPLOMA 

OLGA MI ERZEWSKA 
"IF WE DO MEET AGAIN, W HY, WE SHALL SM ILE; I F NOT , WHY THEN 

THIS PARTI NG WAS WELL MADE." 

WILLIAM SHAK ESPEARE 

Mamo.Tato: Good coffee, but I'll h ave tea. Thank you for surviving 
with me and everything else. WilLYou make me feel worth it all; there 
is no better way to put it. Katie: Pizza/pie as simple as that. Renee: 
I'm not as corrupt as you believe me to be, but you should keep your 
Saturdays open. Maliha:We are pinky and the brain reincarnated; no 
lab will be complete without spillage. Venika, ...thanks. Sarah:You will 
always be my party buddy, no questions asked. Ann: No one can shop 
longer than you. Narjes, Omar: Don't worry the zombies will come. 
The rest of you whom I w ould like to include but ran out of space, 
thank you all. 

RAWAN MOUSA MO HAMMED 

Mom and Dad, you're the reason for my happiness; I lo ve you. Ameed 
and Razan, you are my role models; thanks for everything. Sally, you are 
my best friend, be good. Class of '08: Good luck, it's been interesting. 

OMAR NADER 
"IT IS TOLD THAT BUDDHA, GOING OUT TO LOOK O N LIFE, WA S 

GREATLY DAUNTED BY DEATH . 'THEY ALL EAT ONE ANOTHER!' HE 

CRIED, AND CALLED EVIL.TH IS PROCESS I EXAMINED, CHANGED THE 

VERB, SAID, 't hey ALL FEE D O NE ANOTHER,' A ND CALLED IT GO OD 

CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN 

All thanks is owed to God, without him we wouldn't be here! Mom & 
Dad your endless support and care for me has helped me get to this 
point. Sam, life is good when you enjoy the simple things, so be good 
and we'll chill next summer! To the Juniors who made my life here at 
Bahrain School so fun, enjoy your senior year! To Narjes & C onnor 
watch out for the zombies, they tend to creep up on us when we sleep. 
To Olga and Will thanks for the tea and the fun weekends! To Renee 
"You are my sunshine, my only sunshine.. To Ayman become the Tech 
god, it is your destiny.To Brittany thanks for the eggs.To the class of 
2008, let's hope our paths reunite sometime in the future. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 
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SHERIF NAD ER ADLY NASHED 
"THE KEY TO HAPPINESS IS HAV ING DREAMS;THE KE Y TO SUCCESS IS 

MAKING THEM COME TRUE." 

God:Thank you for guiding and protecting me. Dad: I w ill only dream, 
to one day, become like you. Mom:You are the most loving and caring 
mother I h ave ever seen, thank you for always being there for me. 
Fady: I still got my eyes on you and although we fought a lot, you 
know I stil l love you. Class of 2008, we got through it together; wish 
all of you the best of luck, I am going to miss all of you like crazy! 
PEACE! 

ALHANOOF NASS 
"MY FEET AR E STI LL ON THE GROU ND, I'M J UST WEARI NG BETTER 

SHOES" 

OPRAH WINFREY 

"Al-hamdulela" Mama & Baba:Words will never be able to express 
my gratitude towards all what you've done for me. In return, I h ope 
I m ade you proud. You mean everything to me. I lo ve you. Abdulla: 
What you mean to me you'll never know. I'll miss you so much, 
but keep in mind that I'll a lways be here for you. I lo ve you. Sahar: 
Standing next to you will always be me. I lo ve you to bits. Hamood: 
I'm thankful for having someone like you. Aunty Deema:The best 
aunt, sister, teacher a niece could ever have. Salem:You're one little 
special boy! Basma:After all those years, you taught me well. There's 
no one like you! Class Of 2008, after all we've been through, we 
made it! I w ish you all the best, I'll miss you. 

L 1 w 
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MARYAM NEG M 
"IF YOU C AN IMAGINE IT, YOU CAN ACHIEVE IT; I F YOU CAN DREAM IT, 
YOU C AN BECOME IT." 

WILLIAM ARTHUR WARD 

Allhamdullah. I'd like to thank my Mom, Dad, and my brother Abdel-
Rahman.for supporting me through out the years. I lo ve you! To the 
class of '09—I would have loved to graduate with you! To the class 
of '08—these memories will last forever, take care of yourselves, and 
this has been an amazing year. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 
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ALBERTO ANTONIO PEREZ 
PUENTES 

mom, dad, sisters, and all my family members for being 
throughout all these years. Also my friends for being 

MALEK NEH LAWI 
"THERE'S GOING TO BE A MILLION PEOPLE THAT LOV E Y OU...A 

BILLION PEOPLE THAT HATE YOU. CONCENTRATE ON THE ONES 

THAT CARE ABOUT YOU...I AM WHAT I AM." -

#3 ALLEN IVERSON 

Allah: Lak al-shukru Aala ma anaamt aaleina. 

Mama and Pops: "I appreciate how you raised me, and never left me 
alone because you cared for me. All my childhood memories are full of 
all the sweet things you did for me. When it seems that I'm hopeless 
you say the words that can get me back in focus. "There's no way I ca n 
pay you back, but my plan is to show you that I u nderstand...You are 
appreciated." 
-Tupac Shakur 

NATASHA SONIA PA RKINSON 
"DO NOT GO WHERE THE PATH MA Y LEAD, GO INSTEAD WHERE 

THERE IS NO PATH AN D LEAVE A TRAIL" -RALPH W ALDO EMERSON-

Mum, all that I am , I owe to you. Words cannot express how much you 
mean to me; you are not only my mother but my dear friend. Through 
the good & the bad, we have kept each other strong. I am proud to 
be your daughter & grateful to have you as my mother. I lo ve you for 
all that you are, all that you have done for us, & for being the greatest 
role model in my life. Do not miss me for I am always in your heart 
and you in mine. Sally, to in donya yekoone fereshtehast, oonam to 
hasti. Sonia, 'Del be del rah dare'; forever in my heart, never forgotten. 
Anthony, we cannot change our past, but we can change our future. 
Let's appreciate every opportunity together, for missing you & wishing 
we were closer has been hard. Dad, if our feelings control our actions, 
it is because we have given up our responsibility and allowed them to. 
Listen to the words not spoken. 

Thanks to my 
so supportive 
there for me. 

SYRIAN 

DUAL DIPLOMA 

ENGLISH IRANIAN 

IB DIPLOMA 
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BAHRAINI 
IB DIPLOMA 

EGYPTIAN 
IB DIPLOMA 

Bismilla. Dad, I m gonna make you proud as your eldest son, by trying 
to be the best son that I can be. Mom, thank you for your love.Yara, 
thank you for being the best sister in the world. 

SENIORS 
NARJES RUYAN 
"SERENDIPITY. LOOK FO R SO METHING, FIND SOMETHING E LSE, AND 
REALIZE T HAT WHA T YOU 'VE FOUND IS MORE S UITED TO YO UR N EEDS 
THAN WHAT YO U THOUGHT YOU W ERE LOO KING FOR." 

BLOCK 

Allah, thank you for your blessings. Thank you Mom and Dad for your 
unconditional love and support. Just remember I'll always be there 
for you because you have always been there for me. To my brothers: 
Reza, Mahmood, and Jaafar (let's be twins forever) you are the best 
role models I have, and I love you guys to death. To my extended 
family: thank you for reminding me of where I belong whenever I felt 
so lost. 

OMAR SABRY 
"CHAMPAIGN FOR M Y RE AL FR IENDS, AND RE AL PA IN TO M Y SH AM 
FRIENDS" 

FRANCIS BACON 

First of all, I'd like to thank my parents for in a way, making me the 
person I am today, as cliche as that sounds. I apologize for not being 
very lyrical or expressive, but I'd like you to know that I genuinely 
appreciate everything you've done for me, and that I'm forever 
indebted to your priceless support and advice. Also, to my brother. 
I want you to get your head straight, and take care of the family.You 
know I'm going to miss you. Lastly, I'd like to thank all my friends, 
colleagues, teachers, and the 07 crew, for helping me make the 
most out of my time in Bahrain School. I couldn't imagine living here 
without you people. 

MOHAMED SALMAN 

BAHRAINI 
AMERICAN DIPLOMA 
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SAMI JOSEPH SAMAD 

I want to thank my family and friends for everything. Class of '08 - It's 
been a crazy two years...Good Luck and have fun. 

ZOYA SHAHAB 

MAHEEN SHEIKH 

Mama, Dad, Minnah.Ali, Moti, Nabz, Niggz, Mona, Mally, Shizz, Lumboo, 
Chana, Sahar, Scwhinn, Maya, Sideex, and everyone/anyone I missed 
because of this limit, thank you for always being there, I'll never forget 
you, love you all forever. 

LEBANESE 
IB DIPLOMA 

Alhumdulilah. Mama & Abbu, words cannot express how grateful I 
am for such amazing parents. I love you guys so much.Thanks for the 
constant love, support, and encouragement. Bro and Sis, take care and 
don't miss me too much. Class of '08, we did it! And good luck! 
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FARRAH YASSIN 

"I'M GLAD 1 DIDN'T DIE BEFORE 1 METYOU. 73" 

adll 

Mom and Dad: What never ceases to amaze me is the two incredible 
parents that God has blessed me with. If 1 were even half of what 
you are, I'd be perfectly content. 1 love you. Adel: You and 1 have 
somehow inherited all the same "Yassin" features! No wonder we 
are so similar! I'll follow in your footsteps. Sammy: The funniest, 
most entertaining brother ever! 1 always anticipate your visits. 1 can't 
believe you're 21 and you still act like you are 12! You'll never grow 
up, and that is what 1 love MOST about you! 

adll 

Mom and Dad: What never ceases to amaze me is the two incredible 
parents that God has blessed me with. If 1 were even half of what 
you are, I'd be perfectly content. 1 love you. Adel: You and 1 have 
somehow inherited all the same "Yassin" features! No wonder we 
are so similar! I'll follow in your footsteps. Sammy: The funniest, 
most entertaining brother ever! 1 always anticipate your visits. 1 can't 
believe you're 21 and you still act like you are 12! You'll never grow 
up, and that is what 1 love MOST about you! 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

AYSHA WARSI 

Mom, Dad, you guys mean the world to me. Samar, Zouhair, and 
Aliyah, you guys are the best siblings ever. I love all of you. 
Class of '08, thanks for an amazing senior year.This is where it all 
begins... 

BRITTANY WINTER 
TO BE N OBODY BUT Y OURSELF IN A WORLD WHI CH IS DOING ITS 
BEST, NIGHT & DAY, TO M AKE YO U EV ERYBODY E LSE M EANS T O FIGHT 
THE H ARDEST B ATTLE WHI CH ANY HUM AN BEING CAN FIGH T; AND 
NEVER S TOP FIGHTING." E.E. CUMMINGS 

My life is crystal clear; well almost every imperfection represents an 
obstacle, event, or a person who has influencd the evolution of me. 
I never asked this journey to end, but then again I never asked for it 
to begin. But with every end, there is a new beginning. Dad - No one 
could possibly ask for a better father. Mom- there are times I hate 
you, but they can never amount to the times I will spend mising you. 
Bungum-We were never close, but you taught me some of life's most 
difficult lessons. 

Class of 08': Each and every one of you has left an imprint in my 
heart; I will never forget any of you.This is the start of the rest of our 
lives... 

BAHRAIN SCH OOL 

FATIMA YATEEM 

Wow...that's the only word I can think of to describe the past 12 years 
at this school. So many memories, some I'll never forget! Not enough 
space; friends and family, look at dedication book. Finally, I'm out! 
Peace everyone. 

Mama & Baba: Words can't explain how much you mean to me and 
how much I am grateful to have parents that have supported me and 
guided me to where I am today. I love you! 

Hala & Nada & Muna: Even though the fights seemed never ending, you 
taught me valuable lessons in life. I couldn't ask for better sisters! Ali 
and Khalid: I'm going to miss the day when you say FooFoo. Zayed and 
Sulaiman: be good boys, I will miss you next year! Fawaz and Ayad: 
thank you for everything you have done for me. Class of '08: this has 
been an incredible year.Thanks for everything. 

HEBA YOUSAFALI 



|M^ST LIKELY TO BE 
LATE TO GRADUATION 
MOHAMMED SALMAN £> 
ALHANOOF NASS 

BEST SMILE ™ 
MARYAM NE&M & YOUSIF 
JALAL CL&SS CLOWNS 

PARREL BOST $ SAFIA DAWANI 
SAMIRA AL-BITARS AHMAD 
k 

BEST PRESSED MOST LIKELY TP SUCCEED 
SAMI SAMAD £ MALIHA AHMED 

MOST FLIRTATIOUS £ MALEKNEHLAWI SARA ABUSHEIKH 
MARIAM KHAN £ SHERIF NASHED 

R OH 
SHAHAAN,I 

BROKE A NAIL! 
GOSH, MOTAZ. 
I BET EVERYONE 
WISHES THEY 
WERE US! 

THIS IS 
GOING TO 
BE WORTH 

MILLIONS! 
THE ^ 

AYES" HAVE 
IT! 

FAINT* VOILA! 

NEVER FEAR 
MY DEAR, I'LL 
GROW YOU A 
NEW ONE! J 

WITH OUR 
CUTENESS, 
WE CAN GET 
AWAY WITH 
ANYTHING! 

R G ET OFF 
OF ME, YOU 

CLOWN! J 

NO ONE < 
GETS PAST 

US! j 

r RUN, 
HANOOF, 

RUN! TOO BAD I 
CAN'TFLY LIKE 

SUPERMAN! 

R HIS' ^ 
SHOESARE 
SO LAIT 

YEA! 

1 EVERYONE 1 

ENVIES MY 
STYLISH FASHIOI 

SENSE! 1 

W OH YEAH, ^ 
SHERIFIS TOTALLY 
CHECKING ME OUTJ * MAYBE 

THESE SHADES 
WILL GET HIS 
^ATTENTION! , 

R THIS DEAL I 
SHOULD BE 

F MY BIG BREAK! 

• AM I THE ^ 
ONLY PERSON 



Hello class of 2008! We've finally 
r, tl'rOU«h the year! before I proceed 
with this dedication to the senior class, I would 

like to show my love and appreciation towards 
my parents for bringing me to life. Furthermore 
I would like to congratulate each of the member's 

the senior class; I would never have made it 
allThp8f r y6ar WLth°Ut -VOU' Thank You fo r all the fun times at the many events especially 
the dances! I ve enjoyed contributing to such an 

^amazing class and I ho pe we all shall share c 
differences in the future. Now, we must 

£11 face different directions to reach our 
^reams and passions. 

1 our 

To my Doha friends: 
Brian, Bilal, Zack,Billy, Aristide, 

Adil, Easa, Khurram, Nabeel, Steven,Babar/ 
Zebieb, Sam, Liban, Fahad, Alex, Tim, Eli, Bree, 

Hesher, Lyndsi, Lene, Bridgitte, Kelsey, Cath B, 
Chris B, Tomas, Pierce, Will, Coutts and whomever 
else I missed. I cannot thank you all enough for all the 
good times and fun we have had. I love you all more 
than anything. To my firends in Bahrain: Ansari, Malek, 
Ahsan, Yousef, Sami, Chaar, Motaz, Aysha, Rasha, 
Rawan M, Rawan AK, Chutkoo, Sara, Moodz, Alberto, 
Safia, Sherif, Drew, Hussain, Hisham,Fahad, Connor, 
Heba, Sara H (Jeg Eisker Deg!), and the rest of the 

, senior class. We made it guys! It has been amazing; 
Good luck to you all I hope our paths cross in the 
future. 

lisham ATsaeedi 

Tala: I always wanted a sister 
but 1 realized 1 got something much better, you 

mean the world to me. Who else would I eat raw 
"homemade" apple pie with? Nad: There s never a 
dull moment or akward silence, and no one else I d 

/rather share my name with. Melis: Venkat at the banquet 
leating gorgeous avocados and yugert this year would 
1 not have been the same without you. Sam: my punk 

rock emo chick! I nev er know what is goign to come out 
of your mouth, but it makes life a lot more interesting. 
Brittany: fancy seeing you here, I'm going to miss you 
and your sarcastic remarks. Moeez: it's been five years 
and your fashion sense has definatly imporved thanks 
for everything. Yusef: Boo! I'm going to get you. Hala 
my favorite "study" buddy/facebook stalker. Vicky: 
always make me smile. 

: You 

Shahaan Abbasv Marmoora: Words can't express 
"my feeling to you, you have done a lot for me. I love 

you. Yasmine: My gym partner, we will get there some day 
sis. Zaido: Take care of my older sis. Deema: Welcome to the family, 

thanks for everything. Dania: You'll be visiting me a lot. No excuses this 
Shroogi: My brother from other parents, thanks for everything, love you. Rymo: 
An angel from the sky. I lov e you so much, thanks for always being there. Haya: 
Our memories from kindergarten will stay and will continue. Love you. Maccy 
& Manooy: I love you guys, my craziest people in the car. Samira: My twin, 
my sister, thanks for everything. Love you. Nofa, Hala & Yateem: Thank you 

guys for being there. Love you. Modie: 1 love you so much, you better 
end up with me. Love u sis. NaS: My buddy when it comes to 

Juventus and gyming. Shaikho, Nora, Rafoa: Will never forget 
our cousin craziness and outings, love you guys. 

Safooy: My baby sister, love you. 
Reem Fakhro 

: A ndrew: We've had a lot of memories this year and the years 
before. I'm gonna miss you so much. Yousif: the brother ! 
never had. You have to stop sleeping lazy piece! Mercedes: 
Crazy year ha? Mohamed: Salman!! You made my year! I 

i love you bro! Hussain: It's been a good year with you. I 
wish I k new you better. Malek: I'm gonna miss you. Inter 
Milan games, French, and Sadiq. Ansari: It's been great to 
know you. I know you love Chelsea. Hisham: Mish! PEARL 
ROUNDABOUT! Remember the day I th rew Pringles at your 
car on the highway? Samira: Ye Ye.. Its been great knowing 
you and stop thinking about Salman only. Hanouf: You've 
been a good president, but I drive better. Take care. Reem: 
Range Rover incidents, 80km/h, skimmed milk, mermaids, 
and You!! Fatima: Yat Yat Yat Y ateeeem!!! Calm down buddy 
and you'll drive soon. Rawan: My favorite swan. Treasures, 
Eggs, Driving and Keirshas-I know you love my jokes. Heba: 
18 years? More to come. Rasha: Lil Sis, I'll miss you and I'll 
always be your older bro. Mariam: 340 km/h, 'tell you later. 
What am I gonna do next year-stay sweet :Aysha: I'll get you 
the keys soon. You drive better than me. P Tasha:Best friends 
in 3 weeks? Lamborghini's for life don't forget KUWAIT AND 
LONDON! Anound: whales? A-A-Abouyah! Safiya K:I love 
the exorcist. Hassan: Take care of diamond..SAAR CINEMA! 
Nasser:Omani! Cafe? I love you bro! Bashaar:very smart you. 
Najibi:Whitey boy I love you. My hummer is better. Dashti: 
Ayo DM wa ssap homie!! Nasser K:KUWAIT FOR LIFE.Darrell: 
Ayo G! WEST COASTJMs. Winter:Don't forget the good 
times. I'll miss you.Zarak, George, Alaa, Rusty, and Omer: OH 
CHEZUSM 
Fahad Akhtar . 

Noora: You have been there through the best and worst 
of t imes. I'll miss you! Lily: If I could pay you for all 
you've done, I'd end up broke. I admire you so much and 
only hope I gave you the same in return. Beads: I'll miss 
youThere's never been a time when you weren't there to 
put a smile on my face. Samira: No one understands me 
like you do. Hala: Words are too simple for someone so 
special. Alia: My sunshine, my only sunshine. Here I come! 
Yateem: it wouldn't have been the same without you! 
Amelda: You left a big empty space, I miss you. Rasha, 
Grace, Joud: Nothing beats our good times! Sara, Latifa, 
Reem, Reeman, Noufi, Tala, Meesh, Reem F: Thanks for 
being there, it means a lot. Hamad: Stay gold. Maio: We go 
way back. Fatoom: Quarter Pounder + Coke, I miss those 
days! Murbati: I'll miss you so much! Yara, Majid: Good 
times. Najibi: Adorable! Abdulla Shakar: When I needed 
water, you were there to provide it. Fudux: One &f-a-kind. 
Ch7med: You're one precious buddy. Moe: I'm going to 
miss you, know that I'm always going to be here for you. 
jEveryone else: I'll miss you. '08: Good luck. 

Fatima Yateem 

tl.SPl 
J) A3 

>•< CQ 

I cudve survived theye'ars '"V''1""" t0 me'1 knotfhS? 
^ * maieikn ta'et, A? !KlM* visits, armada 

Noora-1 have missed you! 
Samira- You always found a way to put a smile on my face. Going to miss you! 
Hanouf- You are a one of a kind, i appericate everything you have done for me, i love u! 
Hala- im going to miss the fights! Thanks for everything you have done for me, I love u. 
Majd- All these years i have known you, you have become more like a sister to me.Love u 
Yara- You really know how to make me laugh! (pigeons) im going to miss you my Seattle 
buddy! 
Majid- My english buddy.Im going to miss you. 
Alia,Lily,Grace,Rasha: Im lucky to find friends like you, you always put a smile on my 
faceiLove u 

the most chilled out guy! Don't forget im ur hwver ah? f u P°int' Wl1 tourneys tez- ur 
dornue girls: mariam: ms. physics hah^m shahaan: 'tak-a-tak'.. JK had fun 
sister for life! sara: it's hp.rf.Qn'.,3 fun classes. rasha: ambassador! lol vnnH 
word-! maliha & maheem Thanx ker! mouss: g°od ti; 

<o say uoodbvv "ay s.udents: movez. 
mousv vols'!0'1'°' 8°°d times- modie: Saudi 
mouss. good times, rowayn: sto-choppin-

godly, drmu: fun rueekand, m u,.,e",s: "**f- -V dlbmm, is settled * 

34 
's right im sa3oodi! Class of '08: peace 

Najla: Thank you so much for being there for me this year. These past 2 years have been a blast for me.I will never forget 
you. Veera and Zaara:P.E was the best! I will never forget all those fun times we had together and even outside of P.E. You 
girls are like little sisters to me. I luv you both and will never forget you. Saif and Alex:You nerds! Haha jk..it was awesome 
getting to know you both. We definitely had some great times together and I will always remember you both. Good luck 
for your senior year and make it the best year ever! Wesley, Jessica Dani:you both are 2 of the craziest and wildest people 
I have met so far, I hope you guys have an awesome time at Bahrain school and good luck with next year. Dani Olivier, 
Veronica:Even though you guys not here. I wanted to thank you both for everything you have done for me. You have 
stayed by my side and have been close friends to me and probably always will be. Good luck next year. I luv you. Yaleen 
and Omar Nader:l luv you both. Omar, have fun in University and party lots. Hehe Yaleen, go wild and crazy and make a 
lot of mistakes and make university the best times of your life, and don't forget to invite me. You guys are friggin awesome. 
Thanks for making this year an awesome year for me. You are both close friends to me and I hope we can stay in touch next 
year! I luv you in Priya Louvelle 
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Thanks. Saaaaaamsam. 1^^ ̂  summer! Nad-youre 
He's soooo H°TTJ- ks for making me laugh 
an amazing friend. The ^ better not be a 

Yousef and Sami, We've had some good times 
f zhilling on the weekends watching all movies and 
the commissary trips. Ansari, we've had some amazing 
times in the past man. Who is going to let me in now at 
4 am? Malek, good times bro since 8th grade and Hajj 
partners. I bet nobody has done it like we did. Ahsan 
man, you really needed to come out. We never saw you. 
Motaz, don't forget all the shower times and chilling 
during study in the IB wing. Shahaan, we will see next 
year who's going to be more successful. Girl Dormies, I 
have enjoyed the past three years with you guys 

living in the dorm. Boys at school, I've had 'fun the 
past few years and I hope everyone 

stays in touch. 

Ay first and greatest thank 
'you goes to God. To my parents and 

Siblings: each and every one of you is, in 
every sense of th e word, an angel; and I 

don't know if I've ever known of a more 
beautiful or perfect blessing. To the few friends 
who are family and have seen me through folly 
and triumph: you know who you are. Thank 
you. I love you. To the teachers especially hard 
on us whenever we needed it: thank you. To the 

.whole class of 2008: It's been crazy. May you find 
everything you're looking for... and when you 
' find yourself struggling, be faithful, t 

wouldn't be worth it if it were so simple 
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Sara Ahnshpikh 
i't enough space so th^ 

list below sums up the people that I'vr^ 
r has the greatest moments with and that hav 
made high school in Bahrain the best it can « 
possibly be. It's kinda crazy how it's already time r 
for college...just know that you'll be missed and I 
hope we stay friends forever: Arielle, MusTbiaTla 
Deemz, Aysh M, Aseemy, Omy, Platonic, DJ, 

ri, Ma'-'- ---'•" ' Ansari, Malek, Sarah C, Nashy, Sami N, Rasha 
Tasha, Aysh W, Fahad, Drew, Sherry, Nerk, Bagoo 
Neda S, Tana,Noura M, Saoud, Hana, Yousif, 
Mike R, Lee C, Ali D, Connor D, Licers, Raw'an 
M, Laith A, Stevey, Dibs, Sami S, Hebz, Sara A 
Sweidsh, Kermz, Moodz, Christophe, Hana N' 
Negm, Badir, Habib, Majeed Z, Khalid C, 
Mo S, Fathi,Maliha ,Maheen. 

Reem K- My best friend, my sister, and my 
better half, I was lost without you this year, 
but I know you are always with me. 1 will 
never meet a more extraordinary person. 
HY-12 years? Seriously 1 think would be 
sick of you by now... but I re ally don't know 
what I'm going to do without you. Love you 
boobers SK- White horses, TA, good times... 

IMM- Please stay away from the avocados. 
NA- the best 'billiards' team ever, you and 
ne, for sure! MA-Best guy in the world, I'm 

'going to miss you. SA, RF, HK, HN, FY - so 
glad you guys came, made the last two years 
so much more memorable. 

Mariam Khan 

Class of '08: Even I did not mention you; it 
doesn't mean you're not important, it simply 
means there wasn't space. We're finally outta^ 

.here... J 
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making it the goes out to you 
could have had.To the ŝ oh10^'6 year We 

Jou guys have too muchSnTreS and 'uni°rs-
some work done orTome/b Secnous'y- Go get 
to be graduates. You know"S' Seniors- soon 
you ail. Hopefully we'll see e? £°"l8 to miss 
but if we fee each other • r  R R' Y W TRJI 

: it we don't, just InnU u~ I"wl ,ULner again 
remember. the memoWec to this day and 

W .Wllf "ever be forgotten afll® Tde here 

V Good luck to - not hv m 

dreams"comeUueai,y°Ur 

care. 

-And now, it 
everyone... - not by me. 

s time for me to I 

,dsb 

lala Kaikscrw 
To everyone who has supported me all 

this way, thank you. I'll never forget it. Maheen" 
What am I supposed to do next year without you? 

Remember all the good good times, from the Odyssey all 
the way to our graduation. Sahar: You better have an 
amazing senior year! Sana: Don't ever change. Moeez: 
Thanks for being there every time I needed it. Olga: 
I'll never forget the good food at your house (and you, 
of course). Sara and RawanA: Won't ever forget our 
intense talks. Narjes, Omar,Yaleen: Good lunch table 

Sammi Samad 

ou 

Sherif Nashed 

the^fc\J&1 

talks, going to miss you guys like crazy! FA, TN, HM, 
kMJ: Don't ever forget AG 2008! To all the dormies: 
Thanks for an amazing three years,I'm going to 
miss you guys. Seniors: Goodluck!! Hope 

' V to see you guys again 

/XhjYicd 

r There have been a lot of great , 
Memories-gSi! t that. , 
are many people tha brQthers {rom the dorm:1 

Most importantly are my Jro.mers ,, ^ 
Khalid, An mad, Malek Sami You ^ 

and 

As for thed'Ysa|n Conner, Moeez and my Spanish 
'"SniC oeople 1 wanna express my assess gratitude to are Rami Ma J ™"3eh Thank y„„ 

hi'S'sSafm^smnall,. I want to , 
i'of '08 and I wish 

C°l'you the besfofluck in the future. 

Ahsan Ayub 



Nasser Abdullatif 
Ammar Abdulrahim 

AbiolaAjayil 
Sara A1 Otaibi 

Riad Alarian 

Nosheen Bader 
Khalil Bazzi 
Sean Beard 
Natalie Bisheh 
Etienne Bonnassieux 

LatifaAlgosaibi 
Imad Ali 
Saif Ali 

Sana Ali 

Ahmed Al-Khalifa 
Mohamed Al-Khalifa 

Najla Al-Khalifa 
Alanoud Almoqbe 

Mai Alomran 

Mariam Alsairafi 
Yusef'Alsuhaimi 

Lealand Armstrong 
Sahar Ayub 

Fahad Azizieh 
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Kelly Broome 
Maryam Buhajeeh 
Pontus Denlew 
Anne-Sophie El-Habr 
Carlos Franco 

Alexandre Hawath 
Sarah Hillyer 
Ahmed Husseini 
Danielle Hutton 
Faisal Jalal 

Danajawaheri 
Naseem Kanj 
Zaara Khan 
Nauveera Khan 
Umair Khan 
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Kamleh Raad 
Nik Raja Azlan 
Lana Rajah 

Ashley Rivas 
Rami Salah 
Mohammed Saleh 

Shiza Khan 
Bashar Killdar 
Paola Marrone 

Marwane Moussaif 
Nicholas Mueller 

Daniel Sanders 
Ahmed Shihab 
Jeronimo Silvaneto 
Laiih Taf'esh 
Ahmed Taha 

Tanushree Naimpally 
Mohamed Najibi 

Sahar Nass 
HanaNouh 

Laure Pigeon 

Reneevan Diemen 
Patrick Wilson 
Arisu Yoshida 
Eman Yousif 
Hala Zubari 
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Abdul Ahmed 
Naser A1 Saqer 

ZahraAlali 
Ali Alireza 

Hasan Alkhoor 

ZarinaAJmazkyzy 
Sami Alqatari 

Sebastian Arango 
Ahmad Azahari 

Paul Badro 

James Buck 
Walid Chatila 

Mohammed Dashti 
Alanna Deal 

Rami Elgayar 

Brayden Fisher 
Christopher Graham 

Aya Hamden 
Rami Hanbali 

Syafiqah I larun 
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Ahson Hasnain 
Briana Hildebrand 
HayaHusain 
Hannah Husain 
Ziad Kaawan 

Saf'eya Kanoo 
Zain Kanoo 
Min Ji Kim 
Livia Kriech 
David Levrer 

Sisi Li 
Micheal Lorrigan 
Husain Mogri 
Ameer Mohammed 
Noor Murad 
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Azmi Negro 
Danielle Olivier 
Mackenzie Rachal 
Natalie Sanders 
Khalid Satar 
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Jad Sawabini 
Noor Shirazie 

Zainab Siddiqui 
Fayez Syed 

Amane Uematsu 
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Jessica Van Meeteren 
Tejas Vemparala 
Reeni Yousif 
Azlan Zarool 
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MuneeraAlfadhel 
Touleen Alhindi 

Farrah Al-Khalifa 
Thajba Al-Khalifa 
Kelsy Armstrong 

Vance Austin 
Mohammed Bader 

Jasmine Bisheh 
William Bonnet 

Jessica Buck 

Wesley Carr 
Genevieve Croker 

Lea Daher 
Omar Farid 

Natalie Goodall 

Syamiela Harun 
Molly Hayes 

Lauren Hickey 
Craig 1 lorricks 

Ezra Idafar 
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Emir Isik 
Minna Jaflery 
Troy Katzer 
Miranda Kent 
Karecm Klink 

Brandon Lalonde 
Lara Level 
Mariam Lutfalla 
Tess Macias 
Adnan Matouq 

Fady Nashed 
Jeppe Neilsen 
Francisca Ortiz 
Osama Rasheed 
Lily Ruzailan 

Saifallah Sabry 
Ali Sajjad 
Rayana Sayyar 
Grace Tait 
Gabriel Trethewey 
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Lara Abdul rah im 
Reem Alsager 
Reem Alarian 

Maram Alhaddad 
Ebrahim Al-Khalifa 

Maryam AlKhalifa 
Mayar Almoayyed 

Bashar Alsaeedi 
Rashed Alzayani 
Evan Armstrong 

Emily Austin 
Ahmad Azizieh 

Mohsin Beg 
Natasha Campbell 

Dana Engineer 

Sarey Hamarneh 
Tanya Hendricks 

Taylor Hildehrand 
Douglas Hillyer 
Dylan Hoffman 
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Mateo Hoffmann 
Shafika Husseini 
Khalid Jalal 
Bassel Kanj 
Jaffar Killidar 

Ibrahim Lababidi 
Chantellc LeRoux 
Mikaela Lojdquist 
Arvie Martinez 
Victoria Moisse 

Sam Nader 
Dalai Najibi 
Mariam Omar 
Amanda Perez-Puentes 
Rakan Rabayah 

Nadera Rajab 
Danyal Rasheed 
Rafiyah Ravat 
Gerard Reinders 
Jose Reyes 
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Sarah Alf'alaij 
Suhaila Algosaibi 
Yasmine Al-sharif 

Tristan Balman 
Rachel Bonnett 

Jessica Butler 
Tagli rid Dawani 
Renger Dotinga 

Melissa Dumalogdog 
Abdullah Elamari 

Badr Elamari 
Seth Fisher 

Maria Gomez 
Rania Hanbali 

Sarah Hendricks 

Daniel Hess 
Hanna Hogberg 

Alyssa Katzer 
Hannah Kent 

Kaihryn Kirby 
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Emily Murphy 
Robert Tait 
Kendra vanMeeteren 
Darby Witherspoon 
Zamoni Coakleanos 

Lance Morgan 
Danial Rizvi 
Blake Schmitz 
Valentina Serrano 
Akshaya Sharma 

Gennady Kutovoy 
Che Hyun Lee 
Lea Levet 
Faraz Mirza 
Khalid Modara 
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Mazen Abbas 
Majdi Ahmad 

Rusydi Ahmad 
Noora Alfadhel 

Abdulrahman AlKhalifa 

Mohamed Alkhalif'a 
LemaAlkujuk 

Adil Beg 
Lucas Bosecker 

Khaled Bu cheer i 

Tristan Campbell 
Fabian Cortez Quiroz 

OmarEltarzi 
Gilmary Gil Norono 

Joshua Graham 

Dara Hamarneh 
Katie H i 1 Iyer 

Sarah Jalal 
Minsu Jo 

Steven Karaan 
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Farrah,and 
courses. 

Sara admires Hesham at the 
Honors Breakfast. No°r, Mol l y  

°ut i" Heicfe 
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Eman 
Yousif 

Lara 
Levet 

Renee 
Van Diemen 

Hussain 
Mogri 

Laith 
Tafesh 

Mai 
Alomran 

Pontus 
Denlew 

Alexandre 
Hawath 

Rawan 
Abu-Khurma 

Sammi 
Samad 

Maliha 
Ahmed 

Nadia 
Alireza 

Maryam 
Negm 

Ogla 
Mierzewska 

Rawan 
Mousa Mohammed 

Motaz 
Awad 

Mariam 
Khan 
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STUDENT COUNCIL NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 

Ms. Culibrk 
Sponsor 

Alhanoof Nass 
President 

Samira Al-Bitar 
Vice President 

Natasha Parkinson 
Treasurer 

Hala Kaiksow 
Secretary 

NHS Officers 
President: Yousef Bugaighis 
Vice-President: Moeez Ali 
Secretary: Samira Klink 
Treasurer: Yusef Al-Suhaimi 

Top Row: Zeul Kify, Uj Vemparala, Touleen A1 Hindi, Shafika Harun, Zeinab Siddiqui, Anne-Sophie 
El-Habr, Ayman Azlan Bottom row: Ms. Culibrk, Alhanoof Nass, Samira Al-Bitar, Hala Kaiksow. 

Making it Happen 
Student Council work to make the 
moments of 2007-2008 great! Bake sales 
and fundraisers supported student 
council's dances, talent show and Spirit 
Week. Student Council also collected 
donations for the local animal shelter. 

Proud 
Members 
The members of 
the National Honor 
Society strive for 
scholarship, service, 
leadership, and 
character. 
From Val-O-Grams to 
the Cherry Tree Trot, 
the NHS just keeps 
giving! 

Back Row: Imad Ali, Connor Hayes, Laith Tafesh, Yousef Bugaighis, Samira Klink, Nadia Alireza, 
Sammi Samad, Yusef Al-Suhaimi, Hesham Al-Saeedi, and Moeez Ali Middle Row: Nick Mueller, 
Pontus Denlew, Rawan Abu-Khurma, Eman Yousif, and Kelly BroomeFront Rom: Maliha Ahmed, 
Renee Van Diemen, Sana Ali, Maheen Ali, Olga Mierzewska, and Sahar Nass. 

"The strength of the group, is the strength of the leaders." - Vince Lowbardi 
_ _ 
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Goodall, Zul Zulqhaidar, and Uj Vemparala (not pictured: 
Adnan Marouq) 
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10th Grade: Zain Kanoo, Zainab Siddiqui, Jad 
Sawabini, Syafiqah Harun, Mackenzie, Rachal, and 
Safeya Kanoo. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

11th Grade: Anne-Sophie El Habr, Renee Van 
Diemen, Anoud AlMoqbel, Shiza Khan, and Yusef Al-
Suhaimi. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

12th Grade: Mrs. Zilinkski, Brittany Winter, Sara Abusheikh, Aysha 
Warsi, Rasha Abu-Laban, Moeez Ali, and Fatima Yateem. 
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SERVICE CLUB 

Iftar Preparation 
Every year the Arabic Club 
hosts Iftar where the "breaking 
of the fast" is celebrated with 
traditional Arabic music and 
food. For Gargaoun, club 
members provided treat bags 
for the elementary students in 
Gill Hall. 

Leadership 
Ms. Murphy sponsored the 
Service Club once again. 
Secretary Aysha VVarsi, 
President Fatima Yateem, 
Vice-president Rash a 
Abu-Laban, and Treasurer 
Rawan Mousa Mohmmed, 
lead the club to raise money 
to support the Breast Cancer 
Society and to provide 
food for the needy. Service 
Club also sold flowers for 
Valentine's Day, to spread 
love through the air, to all of 
the high school students. 

How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment b efore starting to improve the world" -Anne Frank 
2008 Seniors at the 2007 Prom. Princess 
Samira with Sara, Hala, and Rasha. 

Nasser Albdullatif and Isa Alghatam carry the 
jalsa alarabia. 

Nasser, Moody and Ahmad clean 
up after Iftar. 
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JWear Pink... 
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Samira, Ms. Kim 
and Ms. Buck 
lead the way for 
the Breast Cancer 
Awareness donation 
campaign. With her 
artistic flair, Ms. 
Buck decorated the 
collection boxes, 
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FPU Members 
Top Row: Husain Mogri, 
Shiza Khan, Tejas Vemparala, 
Eman Yousif, Imad Ali, Mai 
Alomran, and Ms. Aguiar. 

Bottom Row: FBLA Officers 
Rawan Abu-Khurma, Rasha 
Abu-Laban, Sahar Nass, and 
Aysha Warsi. 

FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS OF AMERICA 

"Our greatest glory is wot iw wever failiwg, btisiwg up every time we fail." -Ralph Waldo Ewersow 
CHESS CLUB 
Checkmate 
Mr. Abbas and Ms. Eaker 
challenged students 
weekly in the strategic 
game of chess. Members 
Abdullah, Omar, 
Hikaru, Akshaya, Majdi, 
Mohamed, Abdulrahman, 
and Adil, enjoy the game. 
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FPU Officers 
Secretary:Rawan Abu-Khurma, 
President: Rasha Abu-Laban, Vice-
President: Sahar Nass, Treasurer: Aysha 
Warsi 

FPU ...What's Your Pusiness? 
The 2008 agenda started off with a 
successful election campaign where 
four officers were elected to lead the 
group. In late February and in early 
March, seven members traveled to 
Garmisch, Germany, to compete in the 
annual FBLA Competition. After tests 
and presentations, our team returned 
with eight awards. With the guidance of 
Ms. Aguiar, the team put together many 
projects, such as movie night, bake sales, 
and concessions . 



The time of life is short! To spend that shortness basely were too long." - Shakespeare: Hotspur from Henry IV 

FORFNSICS 
Watch Talent Shine 

Lights, Camera, Action X SAV 
)ETS|CRANTZ 

LDENSTERN 

GIVE 
ME . 

PROOF! Once upon a time there was a teacher 
named Ms. Berger with the mission to 
recruit the ultimate Forensics Team. Year 
after year Ms. Berger teaches students to 
polish their performances and learn the 
basics in her Forensics 101. 

LATIFA 
AL GOSAIBI JACK'S BLACK 

BOOK 
SPELLED 

BACKWARDS IS 
STAR! 

YUSEF 
ALSUHAIMI, 

SARAH 
HILLYER 

DANIELLE 
HUTTON 

Members of the 
Forensics Team NADIA 

ALIREZA 
Top Row: Mohamed 
Al-Khalifa, Tanushuree 
Naimpally, Hala Zubari, 
Najla Al-Khalifa, Lara 
Levet, Renee van Diemen, 
Ashley Rivas, and Azmi 
Azahari 
Middle Row: Latifa 
Al Gosaibi, Nadia Alireza, 
Zainab Siddiqui, Sara 
Abusheikh, and Yusef 
Al Suhaimi 
Bottow Row: Sarah 
Hillyer, Danielle Hutton, 
Farrah Yassin, and Omar 
Nader 

ZAINAB 
SIDDIQUI 

SARA 
ABUSHEIKH 

MOHAMED 
/\L-KHALIFA delivering Their Lines... 

In a superb characterization of a bickering married couple, Mohamed and 
Najla took us on a "dream" ride of Disneyland's Materhorn. Sara's original 
oration addressed current conflicts. Zainab shared an excerpt from "The Kite 
Runner". Nadia introduced the scenes and interpretations. 

NAJLA 
AL-KHALIFA 

OMAR 
.NADER 

FARRAH YASSIN TANU 
NAIMPALLY 

ASHLEY 
RIVAS 

RENEE VAN \ 
DIEMEN A 

EOUSEFJOB 
[B.U™I"HISI 
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CHANELLE LALONDE, DANIAL 
RIZVI, MINSU JO, B ASSEL KANJ, 
GABRIEL TRETHEWEY, FARAZ 
MIRZA, AMANDA PEREZ-PUENTES, 
VALENTIN A SERRANO, SARAH 
HENDRICKS, ABDULLA MAKLAI 
ZAIN KANOO, MIK AELA LOJDQUIST 
CHE HYUN LEE, GENNAD Y 
KUTOVOY, YUKI T AJIMA, HIKARU 
TANAKA, BL AKE SCHMITZ, AZLAN 
ZAROOL HASSAN, RICCARDO 
UGUCCIONI, TORY TRACY, 
LANCE MORGAN, AHMAD ANSARI, 
FABIAN CORTEZ QUIROZ, 
TRISTAN CAMPBELL, OMAR KHAN 

MINNA JAFFERY, CHE HYUN LEE, 
SEAN BEARD, KAREEM KLINK, 
GENNADY KUT OVOY, STAN FUNK, 
AHMAD ANSARI, EMIR IS IK, 
WESLEY CARR, CH RIS GRAHAM, 
SAMI AL QATARI, MOEEZ ALI, 
AZLAN ZAROOL HASSAN, BRITTANY 
WINTER, ZAIN KANOO, 
TEJAS VEMPARALA, MIKAELA 
LOJDQUIST, SAMIRA KL INK 

BRITTANY W INTER, TEJAS 
VEMPARALA, MINNA J AFFERY, 
KAREEM KLINK, STAN FUNK, 
EMIR ISIK, WE SLEY CARR, 
RICCARDO UGUCCIONI, 
AZLAN ZAROOL HASSAN, 
CHRIS GRAHAM, SAMI AL QATARI, 
MOEEZ ALI 
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And the Peat 
{ (roes On... 

with the first step." - Chinese Proverb "A Journey of a thousand miles starts 

NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE 

ass Editors: Uj and Tejas 

Eight students worked on cover designs for the High School and 
Cover Pesign El ementary School yearbooks. The sixth grade team of Chanelle, 

Artists Dara, Zoe, and Sarah designed the Elementary cover on the iMac 
in the art room. The comic styled High School cover, was designed 
by Ayman while Hannah, Melis, and Narjes' ideas inspired interior 
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New Band Members: Evan Armstrong, Gerard Reinders, Reem Yousif, Adil Beg, Gilmary Gil Norono, Daniel 
Hess, Robert Tait, Jeffrey Steeb, Lea Levet, Emily Murphy and Suhaila Al-Gosaibi 

Besides the "Love in Tune" 
musical, students practiced for 
the annual Spring Concert. 

YEARBOOK 
"Pit by Pit" (rets the Job Pone 
Congratulations to the Staff and Helpers 

-The Higbees 



NATIONAL HISTORY DAY 

This year's theme for National History Day was "Conflict and /or Compromise.' 
The DODDS Europe National History Day competition was held in Heidelberg, 
Germany from March 17th to the 21st. It included a variety of schools 
from different European countries. Noor Shirazi developed an individual 
documentary on the Suez crisis, Jasmine Bisheh and Molly Hayes presented a 
group documentary on Irish independence, and Zainab Siddiqui wrote a paper 
discussing the conflict between the Nazi policies and the Jews. 

PoPPS Europe Winners 
Jasmine Bisheh and Molly Hayes's documentary 
received 2nd place in the DoDDS-Europe 
competition. Their topic was based on Irish 
independence with an emphasis on the Irish 
potato famine; it included both conflict and 
compromise. Despite the many obstacles they 
faced, they felt that the whole experience was 
worthwhile. 

Middle School District Winners 
Middle school participated in thejunior 
division of the event. Suhaila Al-Gosaibi, Joshua 
Graham, Zoe Macias, and Emily Murphy 
placed 1st in the ISLES district contest for their 
group documentary on Galileo. The 2nd place 
winners were Lucas Bosecker, Renger Dotinga, 
Dara Hamarneh, and Hanna Hogberg for their 
group documentary on Michael Faraday. These 
students were just introduced to this experience 
and hopefully continue participating in the 
upcoming years. 

"Leave nothing for tomorrow which can be done today" - Abraham Lincoln 
Over 55 students participated in the 
Senior Division and put together 
projects on a variety of topics. 
Muneera Al-Fadhel received second 
place for the ISLES district contest. 
She put together an individual 
documentary on Eleanor Roosevelt. 

Ms. Uribe, and Mr. and Mrs. Higbee 
helped guide these students through 
this adventure. 
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Model United Nations 
Rookies try their 
new diplomatic 
skills in the mini-
MUN hosted by 
Bahrain School and 
attended by 3 local 
schools. 

Employing skills of: 

Negotiation 
Cooperation 
Persuasion 

'Pc 
Idealism 
Debate 
Credibility 
Consensus 
Resolution 
Compromise 
Perseverance 

Top Row: Syamiela, Jasmine, Rayanna, Brandon, Haadi, Zul, Azmi N., Molly, Ezra, Minna, Mariam, 
Azmi A., and Heba. 
Middle Row: Seif S., Jeppe, Husain, Hannah, Natalie G., Uj, Natalie S., Aysha, and Rawan M.M. 
Bottom Row: Lea, Seif A., Tejas, Samira, Vance, Sisi, Modhi, and Gabe. 

"Knowledge is power: Information is liberating. E ducation is the premise of progress..!' - Kofi Annan 
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IT'S NOT AS EASY AS 
IT LOOKS, ALRIGHT!?! 

The sailing club, run by 
Ms. Byrd, is a brilliant 
opportunity for students 
to grasp an understanding 
of the seas that surround 
the island of Bahrain. Top 
sailing instructors teach 
students the art of sailing 
through games of 'P irates', 
relays and courses. 

SAILING TEAM 
Bryce Kent 

Hannah Kent 
Blake Schmitz 
Lucas Bosecker 

Tory Tracy 
Khalia Bucheery 
Akshaya Sharma 

Abdulrahman Al-Khalifa 
Gabe Trethewey 

Vance Austin 
Daniel Rizvi 
Jeffrey Steeb 
Omar Eltarzi 

Tristan Campbell 
Douglas Hillyer 

Natasha Campbell 
Emily Austin 

Priyanka Louvelle 
Danny Hutton 

YE OIPE SAILING- ClUP...Pow't ferget yer Parrot] 
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THE VISUAL ARTS IB ART 

Being an Artist "...is not only what yoo do, but how you live your life." Ben Shahan 

a %% 
# IB 

IB ART 
Students Nadia, Hala, Sara, Melis, Farrah, 
Narjes, Vicky, and Heba spent the last two 
years preparing for their art exhibit which took 
place in April. Each student had a theme they 
developed their projects around. The projects 
were demonstrated through a myriad of d ifferent 
artistic mediums. 

ART & CERAMICS 
The ceramics class learned to use various types 
of techniques to achieve varied effects for their 
projects, from coiling to the pinch-pot method. 

r 

Najla and Ms. Buck check out artistic 
styles. Art Journals were an important part 
of each art class...decorative, but useful! 
They were designed to be informative as 
well as easy to follow. They showcased the 
different mediums and processes of art! 
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HEALTH ANP Pi HEALTH ANP Pi 

"Sports do wot build character. They reveal it." John Wooden "Sports do not build character, they reveal i t." John Wooden 

What's the Score? 
Jasmine Bisheh and Lauren Hickey 
write down their scores. Ms. Boyer 
initiates the basketball game between 
Hannah Husain and Natalie Sanders. 
Sara Al-Otaibi and Mohamed Saleh 
practice their jumping skills while 
James Buck and Chris Graham work 
on their soccer style. 

Physical Education 
In Mr. Z's class, students 
visit the weight room, run 
track, play a good game of 
basketball, soccer badminton 
or Volleyball. In Ms. Boyer's 
Activity and Nutrition class, 
students visited NSA Bahrain 
to play beach volleyball and 
go bowling. They also did 
bicycling and weight lifting. 
In her Personal Fitness class, 
students participate in Pilates 
and Yoga. Her Lifetime Sports 
classes enjoy field hockey, 
netball, and many other fun 
activities! 
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The difficulty of l iterature is wot to write,! but to write what you wean." J ohn Tudor 

GT ENGLISH AND DRAMA 
"Great Caesar's Ghost 

"Great Caesar's Ghost" is not the only spirit that is conjured up in English 
and Drama classes. Mrs. Uribe dressed as Calliope from "The Illiad" and 
"The Odyssey" and delivered her lines with style. Ms. Eaker's class got 
comfortable for a viewing of Romeo and Juliet from the great playwright, 
Shakespeare. Latifa, Mohamed, and Francisca hold a model of a pageant 
wagon used in European Medieval Theater. Dressed in Renaissance style, 
Ashley and Zainab were ready to deliver their lines. For Dr. Seuss' birthday 
celebration, Latifa and Sarah took their theatrical talents to bring "Thing 1" 
and "Thing 2" to life. Pontus gives the thumbs up to his group's research 
project on the Roaring Twenties! Ms. Ackerman is all smiles while her 
students learn with the help of th eir friends. 

Lv 

Wants You! 

I .Srvlt 
fitzGerald > LAW AND 

=JCRIMF 
in The 

112=5 m 
Zelda 

IMPROVE/ IN P?nr>i 
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"Whatever owe has, owe ought to use; awd whateverihe does he should do with all his wight." - Cicero 

Mock Trial offg?BlWbl» CuElf I mm 

SOCIAL STUDIES SOCIAL STUDIES 

Thumbs Up! 
Research and current events 
keep students aware of 
historical trends which give 
them skills to solve problems 
and make decisions. Young 
parrot, Fois Gras, joined 
students in Room 110, and 
quickly went to the head of 
the class. (See page 7.) 

Mr. McCord, Ms. Bautista, Ms. V, and Ms. Uribe are our social studies teachers. Mr. McCord's 
classes involve the betterment of the community; such as bringing justice in the Street Law 
mock trials and working to paint houses in the Economics class. Ms. Bautista's students learn 
about famous people in U.S. History and had a mock presidential campaign. In Ms. V's class, 
students learn about the regions of the world and what they have to offer. In Ms. Uribe's 
class, one of the most important projects involves working to make a video for National 
History Day. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Spaghetti Profits 
Yaleen C. cooks 
up profits for 
our spaghetti 
fundraiser! 

Rawan A., Andrew 
K., and Yusef B. 
spruce things 
up in the digs 
for laborers in 
Budaiya. 



"We especially weed imagination in science. It is not all mathematics, nor all logic, it is somewhat beauty and poetry" - Montessori 

SCIENCE SCIENCE 

Zero Zero!!! 
"He lives, he lives!!!!!!!" 
Biology class is always 
exciting when Mr. 
Connors cuts in. Ms. 
Kemper always gets 
in on the action of th e 
exciting labs, especially if 
it involves chemicals. 

Field studies 
Jeronimo, Sahar, and Sara create 
new life though DNA models 
in Ms. Bonner's biology class. 
Students used everything from 
styrofoam to candy to create 
their models. Mr. Hoffman 
demonstrates to his physics class 
how to shoot plastic bottle rockets 
to the moon. Maryam and Sana 
compete against the boys to get 
their rocket in the air first! 
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"We must learn our limits. We are all something, but none of us are everything." Blaise Pascal 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
A LITTLE HELP 

FROM OUR 
FRIENDLY ET, 
MR. HISBEE! 

Professional Technical Studies 

Beyond Word 
The next generation of 
technologically savvy 
students are eager to 
learn from the best that 
our school has to offer. 
Students focus upon the 
lessons given by Mr. Webb, 
Mr. Sagle, Ms. Choe, and 

Left: In Mr. Webb's 
class, play and work go 
hand-in-hand. Nothing 
can get past Mr. Webb. In 
his immortal words: "Do 
you think I fell off the 
back of a cabbage truck?" 

Right: Besides Algebra 
class, Ms. Aguiar teaches 
Marketing and Personal 

Finance. 

Information Center 
Our librarian, Ms. Gatewood, is 
always ready to give us a helping 
hand. In addition to books and 
periodicals, the Information 
Center has on-line data resources 
which include video and audio 
clips. Opposing Viewpoints and 
Social Issue Resources (SIRs) are 
two resources that keep students 
successful with their research. 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES FOREIGN LANGUAGES 

Food and Pance 
As Ms. Paul and her students 
know, food and dance are great 
ways to learn about a culture. 

Ms. Paul's Spanish class takes a 
break and learns a Texan Line 
Dance from Braydon Fisher. 

Learning a Language 
Learning a language can be difficult, but with the help of 
our dedicated foreign language teachers, students are able 
to experience the delight in learning a new language. As 
students enter language classrooms, they are immediately 
immersed into their chosen culture and language; whether it 
be Arabic, French, Spanish, or German. 

BUFFLTA^LDD 

FRANCE 

"To have another language is to posess a second soul" - Charlemagne 
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MATHEMATICS 
Math Matters 
Students study everything from Algebra I to IB Highers Math! They 
use COWs, SmartBoards, Geometry Sketchpad, interactive calculators, 
TI Navigator, and brainpower. The math teacher team of Byrd, 
Newport, Steponic, and Aguiar are formidable. Expectations are 
high. Student achievement is the goal. "Mathematics multiplies your 
options" in future planning. Remember, "Old math teachers never die. 
They just reduce to lowest terms." 

MATHEMATICS 

Barbie Pungee 
Algebra II students had to make 
a bungee drop for Barbie that 
would get her as close to the floor 
as possible,without touching it, 
which would have been fatal. An 
Off-Campus lunch with Ms. Byrd 
was the reward for a successful 
drop. 
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CAREER PRACTICUM TEACHER'S ASSISTANTS 
Career Practicum 
Career Practicum is a program that allows students to 
experience and develop job entry and occupational skills. Over 
the course of the 2007-2008 school year, more than 14 seniors 
have taken the opportunity of gaining new experiences from 
this program. Brittany works at the Victoria Dance center 
teaching both ballet and swimming lessons. Isa works in 
different departments of the Court of the Crown Prince. He 
also volunteers in Ms. Castner's 3rd grade class. Hala now 
knows how to make her own clothes after working at Leaves 
Workshop as a dress maker. Zahraa works hard at the Mohsin 
Haji Ali Group Office. Hanouf spends time at the Nass Group, 
working well with the family business. The cute 3rd graders of 
Ms. Caster's class captured the hearts of Courtney and Fatima. 
Fatima also works with her father at his office. Heba Yousafali 
snatched an internship at Citibank for the second year in a 
row. Samira spent a semester working for the Ritz Carlton and 
also taught swimming right here at school! 

Teachers are always busy so it's nice 
to have someone to help them. These 
dedicated students find time within 
their busy schedules to help teachers 
in need. Maryam Negm, Maryam 
Bugajeh, Ashley Rivas, Maliha 
Ahmed, Nosheen Bader, Farrah 
Yassin, and Kelly Broome worked 
with the elementary teachers while 
Mariam Khan worked her heart out 
with Ms. Kim at the Reception Desk! 

"The only place where success comes bei vork is in the dictionary" - Ponald Kendall 
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DORM LIFE DORM LIFE 
Traveling 

Traveling back and forth 
to Saudi every single 
weekend sometimes 
becomes tiresome for the 
dormies. They always 
have their seven loving 
and caring dorm parents 
to greet them when they 
come back! 
Mariam waves goodbye 
on her way back to Saudi. 

t 9 
1 w 

"Families are like fodge...Mostly sweet with a few wots." - Unknown 
Porm Activities 
Over the three years the dorm students spend in Bahrain 
School, they become a family. Their "parents" are constantly 
working to keep the fifty-four dorm students occupied. Their 
weeks are filled with trips to various places, dorm dances, 
formal dances, and several sports activites. One thing is for 
sure, the dormies can't complain about the lack of activity in 
their lives. They're lucky to get a few hours of sleep! 
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Club 
| Jrandon 

Running 
Priya Jeppe Omar Yaleen Natalie 

Toleen going 
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BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAMS 

G-irl's Junior Varsity Basketball 
Back Row: Mr. Sagle, Natasha Campbell, Noora Al-Fadhel, Maryam 
Al-Khalifa, Sarah Jalal, Sarah Alfalaij, Chanelle Lalonde, Hanna 
Hogberg, Reem Al-Sager, Dara Hamarneh, Assistant Coach 
Front Row: Shafika Husseini, Zoe Marias, Muneera Al-Fadhel, Natalie 

T-Tonn Ifant T^eminp Riclipill 

Girls' Basketball Teams 

Girl's Varsity Basketball 
Back Row: Jessica Buck, Grace Tait, Touleen A1 Hindi, Jody Van 
Mastrigt, Rawan Abu Khurma, Samira A1 Bitar, Mr. Washington 
Front Row: Sara Al-Octaibi, Tess Macias, Molly Hayes, Reem Yateem, 
Aya Hamdan, Kelsy Armstrong 

HEY you 
TWO! DROP 
DOWN AND 

GIVE ME 

boy's Junior Varsity basketball 
Back Row: Troy Katzer , Vincent Van Diemen, Sarey Hamarneh, Hasan 
Al-Khoor, Sam Nader, Fayez Syed, Ahmad Azizieh' 
Front Row: Renger Dotinga, Omar Farid, Badr Elamari, Robert Tait, 
Fady Nashed 

MR. WASH 
POINTS THEIR 

WAY TO 
SUCCESS! 

. s Varsity Basketball 
Baclc Row: Rami Salah, Khalil Bazzi, Tejas Vemparala, 
Imad Ali, Walid Chatila, Husain Al-Khoor 
Front Row: James Buck, Ahmed Shihab, Malek Nehlawi, 
Ahmad Ansari, Khalid Chaar, Moeez Ali 
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VARSITY BASKETBALL 
We had one 
of the best 

seasons ever 
possible. 

None of it 
could have 
happened 

without Coach 
Washington. 
We haa an 

undefeated 
season and 

beat St. Chris 
to win the 

championship. 

We had an 
amazing season 

this year! We 
won the Island 

Championship and 
had the chance 

to go to Germany. 
We had a great 
experience. On 
behalf of the 

team, we couldn't 
have done it 
without team 
work and our 

wonderful Coach! 

" Some people want it to happen, some wish it would happen, others wake it happen." - Michael Jordan 
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The JV boys had an 
AMAZING season. They were 
undefeated and won the 
Island Championship. A 
big thanks goes to Coach Z. 
The JV girls also had a 
very exciting season. They 
came in third place and 
are aiming for first place 
next fall. Mrs. Karr and 
Mr. Sagle were fantastic 
coaches. A big THANK 
YOU to you both! 

VJ 
1/ v 

m 

y/ < % 
1 

"Talent wins games, but team work and intelligence wins championships." - Michael Jordan 
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CROSS COUNTRY AND BOYS' VARSITY VOLLEYBALL 

/  IT WAS A 
GREAT TIME 

COACHING THIS 
TEAM! 

Cross Country 
Back Row: Emad Shirazie, Hussain Mogri,Vincent Van Diemen,James 
Buck, Matthew Buck, Rami Salah, Carlos Franco, Ms. Culibrik 
Middle Row: Connor Hayes,Sarah Hillyer, Victoria Moisse, Jessica Buck, 
Danial Rizvi 
Front Row: Robert Tait, Renee Van Diemen, Hala Zubari, Molly Hayes, 
Jasmine Bisheh, Natasha Campbell, Natalie Goodall 

Boys' Varsity Volleyball 
Back Row: Imad Ali, Ahmad Ansari, Laith Tafesh, Walid Chtila, Connor 
Hayes 
Front Row: Malek Nehlawi, Hussain A1 Khoor, Nick Mueller, Emir Isik 

C'MON GUYS, 
SERIOUSLY, 

START 
PRACTICING!! 

108 BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

GIRLS' VARSITY SOCCER ANP GIRLS' VARSITY VOLLEYBALL 

Girls' Varsity Soccer 
Back Row: Kelsy Armstrong, Jasmine Bisheh, Sarah Hillyer, Kamleh 
Raad, Rawan Abu- Khurma, Renee Van Diemen, Ashley Rivas 
Front Row: Grace Tait,Sara Al-Otaibi, Aya Hamdan, Jessica Van 
Meeteren Natalie Goodall, Zainab Siddiqui 

Back Row: Samira A1 Bitar, Kamleh Raad, Muneera Al-Fadhel, 
Nauveera, Eman Yousif, Zara Khan 
Front Row: Ashley Rivas, Shiza Khan, Sara Al- Otaibi, Francisca Ortiz 
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CROSS COUNTRY TEAM! 

Connor can't wait to 
to stretch at the BMR tent! 

Husain, Renee, Molly, and 
Natalie are poised to run. 

E, I WONDER IF SPEEDY GONZALEZ CAN RUN 
AS FAST AS OUR CROSS COUNTRY TEAM? 

"I never see you run that 
fast going to class!" 

"I always run fastest when I do a bit 
of stretching," thinks James. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

1st Matt! 

season started early this year in the 
blistering September heat. Afternoon and evening 
practices were grueling. Twenty-eight MSHS 
students came out for the team this year. We had 
a great season in competition against the British 
School and IKNS. Varsity runners Matthew Buck 
(11:24) and Jessica Buck (12:49) ran the fastest 3K 
times of the season and took first place overall in 
both competitions. Rami Salah ran a fast 11:44 
for 2nd place. In the Mixed Teams division, Rami 
Salah, Matthew Buck, and Jessica Buck took 1st 
place and our Boys and Girls teams also won first 
place. Coach Culibrk presented awards at the 
end of the season: Fastest V Boy, Matthew Buck; 
Fastest V Girl, Jessica Buck; Fastest JV Boy, Robert 
Tait; Fastest JV Girl, Natasha Campbell. Most 
Improved Boy and Girl, James Buck and Jasmine 
Bisheh. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Carlos leading the 
Boys Team to 1st 

Another 



Colibrk's New Activity 
Club was a new activity for 2008 coached by Ms. Culibrk. 

Middle School Students and 30 High School Students came out 
keep in shape. They ran the perimeter of the school on Sunday 

the bridge on Tuesday. Each run was 30 to 45 minutes long. RC 
are: Kate Hillyer, Tristan Campbell, Robert Tait, Vincent 

Diemen, Latifa Al-Gosaibi, Anne-Sophie El-Habr, Jasmine 
Natalie Bisheh, Jessica Buck, Yaleen Christensen, Natalie 

oodall, Molly Hayes, Sarah Hillyer, Lara Levet, Priyanka Louvelle, 
racie Tait, Renee van Diemen, Uj Vemparala, Hala Zubari, Nik 
zlan, James Buck, Brandon Lalonde, Husain Mogri, Omar Nader 

Jeppe Nielsen. Most dedicated runners were Omar Nader, 
atalie, Bisheh, Robert Tait, and Vincent van Diemen. They logged 
ver 6 hours of running in 10 meetings. Congrats! 

CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
XC traveled to Heidelberg, 
Germany to compete in their 
first DODDS European 5K 
Championship Race. Our 10 
Varsity runners didn't even break 
a sweat as their fleet feet breezed 
through the German forest course. 
They enjoyed a carb-loaded pasta 
meal on the Haupstrasse and 
climbed to the castle. In Division 
III, Jessica Buck came in 5th and 
Molly Hayes 9th. Matthew Buck 
ran 19:42 for 12th place. 

RUNNINO CLUB 

P> E BAHRAIN SCHOOL 
BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Running Club members 
participated in many on-island 
runs including the Cherry Tree 
Trot, Jawad's 5/8K, and races 
with the Bahrain Road Runners. 
Rami Salah, Jessica Buck and 
Grace Tait won BIG in the Cherry 
Tree Trot. 



LADY FALCONS SOCCER 
The soccer season has truly been a 
great one. The team did not only 
improve their own skills, but they 
improved their playing as a team. 
Although the weather was extremely 
hot, practices were held three times 
a week for two hours. All their hard 
work paid off when they played 
against other schools on the island. 
Thanks to their dedicated coach, Ms. 
Kemper, they had a really fun season. 

-

"Success is no accident. It is hard work, learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what you are doing or learning to do." - Fele 

DID YOU HEAR? 
THE Lady Falcons went 
to Germany on May 21 
to participate in their 

first DODDS European 
championship. Competition 
was tough, but they hung 
in there and made Bahrain 

School Proud. 
Go Lady Falcons! 
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What!?! 
I made the 
k team? 

(sigh) 
I was in for one 

minute!! 

As I told 
you b efore 

Anmad, we are 
unbeatable!! 

Hungry! 

LA)Y 
CMI r>r\\ic 

"Champions keep playing until they get it right!" - Pillie Jean King 

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL 

MAKING A LASTING IMPRESSION... 
The Varsity Boys Volleyball team had a very 
challenging season. It ended with a stunning 
silver medal, thanks to the team's hard work 
and their great coach, Mr. Steponic! 

The Girls Volleyball team had an amazing 
season too. They had lots of fun and learned 
many new skills which were taught by our 
one and only Athletic Director, Mrs. Marcie 
Raad. 

CO  ̂m *3 s > 
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Fantastic 
time, definitely 

worth all t he hard 
work we put in! 

Moeez, didn't we 
have a great time 

in Germany? 

NIBIlllI I aSS' iSlll i1 ; 

SI 
g hi I •S 91 V ViS3i»s: is fir SB w •flESlslHK «• Middle school  

& Elementary 
s tudents  
had the 

opportuni ty  
to  take a  s ix  
week course 

to  learn 
the basic  

pr inciples  of  
golf ,  thanks 
to  Riff  a  Golf  

Course.  

The varsity tennis team was AMAZING at their first 
European Tennis competition for DODDS schools. 
They placed third in their division out of ten teams. 
Both doubles teams,(Emir Isik & Yousef Bugaighis) 
and (Vicky Fava & Zoya Shahab) reached the quarter 
finals. The two singles players, Moeez Ali & Ernan 
Yousif, who are also the team captains, reached the 
quarter finals. Good job to all of you! A BIG thanks 
to Coach Washington for his continuous support!!! 

\ f i  "The difference betwen great players and lesser players is that at a certain point in the watch they raise their level of play £ maintain it. Lesser players only play great for a set." 
OV i 

Moeez Ali Zoya Shahab Emir Isik 
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Yousef Bugaighis 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Vicky Fava Eman Yousif 



UlMiffl 

Seniors getting 

IT'S ^ 
YOUR 

HISTORY! 

Actors having some fun in between 
scenes of "Love in Tune . 

The entire cast of 'Love in Tune" strikes a pose 
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Aaaaahhh!!!! 

Pizza 
anyone? 



THE WINTER BALL 

« i 

A NIGHT IN WHITE 
The senior council held the "Night in 
White" dance, from 8 p.m. to midnight, 
at the Coral Beach Club. Students 
danced the frosty night away to the beat 
of DJ Hisham, as the crashing of the 
waves provided a soothing, yet lively 
evening for all who attended. 

"When love is not madness it is not love" - Calderon de la Parca 
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VALENTINE'S 
This dance was sponsored 
by the Student Council, and 
was held at the Gulafshan 
Ballroom. There was no better 
way for students to spend 
a heartwarming evening 
together. 



Ramadan Kareem Ramadan Karccm Ramadan Kareem Ramadan Kareem Ramadan Karcem Ramadan Kareem Ramadan 

NATIONAL DAY 
National Pay 
In honor of Bahrain's independence, 
students celebrated National Day on 
December 16. Douglas, Natasha, and Emily 
enjoy a video about Bahrain provided by 
the Ministry of Education. Mrs. Higbee 
and her video production students 
produced a show of Bahrain students 
celebrating past National Days. 

RAMADAN 
Iftar in the Great Hall 
With fresh dates in hand at 5:25 pm. on Monday, September 24th, Aysha, 
Mariam, Rawan M., Rasha and Rawan A. were ready to break their fast 
at Bahrain School's annual Iftar Celebration hosted by the Arabic Club. 
Nasser hung the lanterns, Fahad enjoyed the kababs, while friends 
and family came together for an evening of great food and music that 
reflected the Ramadan spirit of sharing and kindness. 
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LINGUAFEST: THE FESTIVAL OF L ANUGAGE CULTURE! 
OBERWESEL HERE WE COME! 
Anxious to be accepted, we selected 
three workshops we were interested in 
and listed off any experience we had 
with languages in order to better our 
chances for selection. We waited and 
waited, asking every day if t here was 
any word on LinguaFest. Finally we 
were given our acceptance letters and 
packets to complete our registration. 
We were all selected for a variety of 
workshops, each encompassing its 
own unique perspective and lesson. 
We could not wait for the day we 
were to depart. Ak it got closer and 
closer we begun-to call, asking what 
to pack, what snacks to bring, and 
many other questions. We stayed at 
Jugendgasthaus which is located in 
Oberwesel, Germany. The location 
was very scenic; there wa^VieD.; 9 
castle that had been remodeled into a 
modern hotel and museum. We each 
got to dorm with people from all over 
DODDS-Europe. All together it was 
a great trip and we will never forget 
the days that we spent and especially 
the great people that we met there. 
If given the opportunity again we 
would all love to go back without any 

The LinguaFest team, headed by Mr. Bassam Al-Khateeb, consisted of 
Anne Sophie El-Habr, Yaleen Christensen, Hala Zubari, Aya Hamdan, and 
Omar Nader. Mr. Al-Khateeb taught the Arabic work-shop, Anne-Sophie 
showed off her moves in the Latino Dance Mix, Yaleen and Hala both 
sang their hearts out in El Idolo Espanol, Aya broke down the dance steps 
in Salsa and Merengue, and Omar covered the week's events in Press 
Corps: Video Presentation. Each student learned a lot about different 
languages in a wide variety of mini sessions ranging from Conversational 
German to Turkish Dance. 

gottjour - Hola - Hello - Qrussgot - Marhaba - Pohiournoha- Namaste - Kowichi wa - Salaam - Salute - Yia sou - Hej 
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ACADEMIC GAMES SPANISH CONTEST 

Yusef » 
Al-Suhaimii -

A»V for help if 

unjmtinj 

"If the going is real easy, yoo way be headed down hill, (work hard)" - Anonymous 

ft 

BAHRAIN SCHOO L BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

The Spanish contest consisted 
of students properly 
completing a dictation or 
speech. To the left, students 

fobble the snacks provided 
y FBLA. 

Once again 5 top students 
were chosen to participate 
in the annual Academic 
Games held in Oberwesel, 
Germany! Accompanied by 
Ms. Coleman, they took on 
challenging mind boggling 
questions. 

Kelly and Alex enjoy the 
snow with a snowball fight. 
All three participants bundle 
up before heading outside. 

Three students this year had the privilege to be participants of the Junior 
Leadership Conference, where they represented our school and its 
wonderful make up of nations. 

This year Bahrain School played host to the annual Spanish Contest, in 
which many students participated in from grades 6-12. This exciting 
competition kept participants on their toes throughout the competition. 

__ 
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JAGLH 

MELIS MALATANI 

Jugendgastehaus 
Oberwesel HALA ZUBARI NARJES RUYAN 

-  r  • '  

WONDER WOMAN'S PLANE WAS DOWN FOR MAINTENANCE, 
SO THE CREA TIVE CONNECTION CREW FLEW K LM INSTEAD. Jr.V W DFKCL III IGS. ..Always remember, to be alive 

demands far more than the simple act of breathing..." 

This is a quote that the participants of Creative Connections 
held dear. Each day in Germany they strove to be the 
strongest, the bravest, and the best. The classes included 
Drama, Show Choir, Printmaking, Garage Band, Music 
Composition, Video Production, Creative Movement, 
Maskmaking, Oil Pastels, Drawing, and Digital Imaging. 
The Creative Connections Crew will always remember the 
bonds formed, and the life-long lessons they learned during 
their experience in Oberwesel, Germany. 

K 

THE CREATIVE CONNECTIONS CREW 2 008 
THIS PICTURE WAS TAKEN ON A CROWDED 
BUS IN AMSTERDAM. 

YOM YOM, FRAPPICINOS! ...IChi LIBEN ES! 

SARAH HILLYER I D ANNY HUTTON 

There were many new students 
joining the Creative Connections 
workshop this year, joining the 
old faithfuls on their journey to 
artistic enlightenment. We look 
forward to seeing them again 
next year! 
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INTERNATIONAL PAY, A DAY TO BRING ALL OUR CULTURES TOGETHER TO SHARE WITH OUR FRIENDS! 

I TEJAS 
AY TO 

Joining together and showing 
everyone your culture, is the oeauty 
of International Day. Many countries 
brought their own ethnic and cultural 
foods, clothes, and "souvenirs." The 
event was hosted by the PTSO. Omar 
Nader, was the MCfor the afternoon's 
activities, which included live dance 
performances, poetry recitation, and 
Kiad and Azlan's "V Song." People 
enjoyed all sorts of food samples from 
sushi to shawarmas. Music from all 
over the world could be heard from 
the technical booth, thanks to Narjes 
Ruyan. Basket weaving was also a hit 
as people lined up to learn to weave 
their own baskets, they also could 
learn to create mini straw camels, 
horses, and other assorted animals. 
The Parade of the Flags started off the 
afternoon with a processional display 
of each country's colors. 

• 

Above Left: Narjes Ruyan radios in to let 
everyone know that the lights and sound set-up 
is complete. 
Above Right: Omar Nader and Mrs. Shaheen 
Ali pause for a quick pose before they go back to 
work. 
Below: Performers enjoying their time off stage. 

Germany Australia New Zealand Japan Bahrain United States of America Palestine Malaysia India Pakistan Brunei Italy France, 

f w 
i 
g p 

- -• v i n i n i 
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"Everyone has talent What is rare is the courage to follow the talent to the dark place where it leads." - Erica Jong 

* *1.v • i * H Vv >• A . V v*- .* •• 
'» T V_ 

OOT TALENT? rain Stool's • 
GOT TWJTWT A 17* 6-^fn * • 

WE Do! 
rtAMH 17- 6-?fn r if—*agf> **"'5 *° 

SCHOOL ROCKS WITH TALENTED STUDENTS 
The nineteen performances brought excitement to 
peoples' faces as the Great Hall was packed for the 
annual school talent show. The performances ranged 
from jazz and classical, to pop, hip-hop, and modern 
music. It was a Student Council production with MCs 
Alhanoof Nass and Hala Kaiksow. Thanks to the judges: 

THE WINNERS 
Farrah Yassin took 1st place 
for singing, Azlan Zarool 
and Riad Alarian took 2nd 
place for their original "V 
Song" and Brittany took 3rd 
place for her modern dance. 
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DRAMA PRODUCTION "LOVE IN TUNE" 

Try Oofs 

All the world's a stage, and all the wen and women merely players." William Shakespeare 

(rive Your All 
This year's spring performance was a 
musical review entitled "Love in Tune" 
which featured scenes and tunes from "Once 
Upon a Mattress," based upon the story of 
"The Princess and The Pea" and "Grease." 
Mohammed Al-Khalifa played the part 
of the minstrel in'Once Upon a Mattress" 
and Danny in "Grease." Najla Al-Khalifa is 
featured as the wicked Queen Aggravain. 
Farrah Yassin plays Princess Winnifred who 
wins the heart of Prince Dauntless played by 
Yusef Al-Sahaimi. Latifa Al-Gosaibi adds life 
to the show as the Jester. Abiola, Tanushree 
and Hala are princesses. 

xtms/rt,. 

Behind the Scenes 
Assistant choreographer, Brittany 
Winter packs up for the day. 
Sarah Hillyer, Melis Malatani 
and Sara Al-Otaibi paint 
atmospheric scenery while Hala 
Kaiksow and Chanelle Lalonde 
show off their costumes. Aghast, 
Yusef realizes that Mohammed 
and Hala are eating the last two 
glazed donuts. 
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The words, "over achiever" does 
not even begin to describe these 
thriving middle schoolers who 
worked hard all year to reach 
their 4.0 goal. To the right are 
the seven smiling 4.0 Middle 
School students from the first 
semester ending in 2008. 

i s  r e a l l y  round!?1 

annah and Chanelle enji 
at International 

the baskets 
iay. 

Middle Schoolers gather at the Halloween Dance for a group photo. "Trick or Treat".. ."Just give us some candy!' 

idy for the Winter Concert Setting 

Omar 
Eltarzi 

Natasha 
Campbell 

Bashar 
Alsaeedi 

Danial 
Rizvi 

Valentino 
Serrano 

Darby 
Witherspoon 

Akshaya 
Sharma 
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NJHS MEMBERS! 

NEW MEMBERS! 

/Ma riamBA 1 - K h aufajS^ mSm ,̂ N, 
iMarampphaddacl, anaj 
/Imura^I^lulrah 
^natin^rrroriev -1 

•K^CT^mVsaepgrand 

MS STUDENT COUNCIL 

Pres.: Natasha Campbell; VP: Sarey Hamarneh; 
Treasurer: Ahmad Azizieh; Sec.: Darby Witherspoon 

1 CWW Jg 

CLASS REPRESENTATIVES! 
6th Grade 

Dara Hamarneh 
Tristan Campbell 

7th Grade 
Renger Dotinga 
Kate Kirby 

8th Grade 
Rakan Rabayah 
Emily Austin 

Natasha Campbell, Molly Hayes, Husain Mogri, Mikaela 
Lojdquist, Tejas Vemparala, Jasmine Bisheh, and Minna Jaffery 

THANKS TO MRS.— 
NJHS president, Minna Jaffery, watches 
while Ms. V works to help the students 
by guiding them. She has taught them 
the value of character and leadership; 
which are two pillars of NJHS. They 
worked in the community with 
children, volunteered to help with the 
Cherry Tree Trot, and shared their gifts 
during Teacher Appreciation Week. 

Renger Dotinga, Danial Rizvi, Darby Witherspoon, Kathryn Kirby, Robert 
rait, Ibrahim Al-Khalifa, Muneera Al-Fadhel, Jessica Buck, Grace Tait, 
Vance Austin, Sarey Hamarneh, Ahmad Azizieh, and Mariam Lutfalla 

FUNPRAISIN6! 
MS Student Council 
collected donations 
to support the local 
animal shelter, BSPCA. 
Students designed 
collection containers 
and gave contributors 
a sticker as a thank 
you token for their 
donations. In the 
end, over 400 BD was 
donated to support the 
animal shelter. 

Bahrain School workers enjoy the baseball caps and the new 
water dispenser presented to them by NJHS Members. 
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"If you live in the river you should make friends with the crocodile." Indian Proberb (Punjabi) 

MATHCOUNTS 
Math Matters 
Ms. Byrd administered the 
test to six Middle School 
students in the annual 
Math Counts competition. 
The contestants took third 
place in the district chapter 
competition. Ms. Choe 
prepared the students for the 
competion which included 
group problem solving as 
well as invididual tests. 

SeWCC' 

Ms. Coleman wraps up 
her world maps and 
posters from around 
the world after another 
successful Geography 
Bee. She has hosted 
the school's annual 
Geography Bee for the 
past eight years. Students 
answered challenging 
questions from political 
and physical maps 
to current events and 
cultures around the 
world. 

GEOGRAPHY BEE 

Renger takes 3rd Place 
Seventh grader, Renger Dotinga, takes third place in the 
annual Geo Bee. Fabian, Evan, Bader, Renger, Tory, and 
Omar, were the other Middle School class champions 
who participate in the competition that tests student's 
knowledge from the five themes of geography. 

Lt. Commander Jack Meirer and Ms. Swanson 
were judges while Mr. Burt was the moderator. 

Junior Leadership Seminar 
Mrs. Washington traveled with Darby Witherspoon, Hannah 
Kent, and Danial Rizvi to Oberwesel, Germany, for a weeklong 
leadership seminar. They met with leaders from other DoDDS 
schools and learned how to be leaders of t he future as they 
explored ways to make decisions and solve problems. 
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MS ART AND VIDEO PRODUCTION 

r , <  
W ' 

Media Fest 
Above, Yasmine checks 
the shot, Dara is on the 
road to fame and Renger 
calls ACTION! Pictured 
below are the students 
who teamed up to 
create Thanksgiving and 
Gargaoun videos: Sofia, 
Lucas, Rusydi, Emily, 
Joshua, Suhaila, Hannah, 
Dara, Yasmine, Renger 
and Maria. 

Lights, Camera, Action 
Pictured below: Hannah, Maria, Zoe, 
and Suhaila view their musical rap, 
"The Winner." "IF YOU THINK YOU 
CAN, YOU CAN." The rap's positive 
message was inspired by a poem Mrs. 
Higbee gave the students to learn. 
Besides Yearning how to manage their 
time, they also learned problem solving, 
decision making, communication and 
collaboration skills, as they created 
videos for the National History Day 
theme: "Conflict and Compromise.' 

Chantelle pulls a print for the 
annual Middle School Spring Art 
Show. Vincent and Jaffer lend a 
hand to help silk screen the Falcon 
Fun Day t-shirts. 

Artists in the Making.. 
Da Vinci, Pollack and Michelangelo are just 
three of the many artists that are inspiring 
Mrs. Higbee's art classes to create their own 
bodies of art. Just look how passionate they 
all are in making their art...Khalid with 
his monochromatic painting, Yasmine and 
Shafika navigating the color wheel, Darby 
cutting shapes, Jose leaving his mark, Douglas 
coloring his design, and Hannah musing over 
warm colors. 
"Hail our next generation of artists!" 

146 
Khalid Yasmine 
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Shafika Parby Jose Pouglas Hannah 
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POP 
QUIZ 
DAY? 

MS LANGUAGES 
/ IS YOUR \ 
\ FAVORITE ) 

World of languages H 
Creativity... 
Curiosity, fluency, 
flexibility, risk taking 
and elaboration all come 
into play as students 
write in their language 
classes. Mr. Washington 
"lends an ear" to his 
students' stories. Mrs. 
Webb's students shared 
their inventions on the 
Library Smartboard. 

Have you heard the many languages 
students speak in Bahrain School? 
In 8th grade English, taught by Ms. 
Dorsey, the students interact and 
participate by earning points for 
their effort in class. In Mrs. Webb's 
6th grade English class, they learn 
by doing many fun projects. In Mrs. 
Washington's 7th grade class, students 
play Scrabble to learn new words 
and read books for their assignments. 
Mrs. Bilbessi's 7th and 8th grade 
Arabic students learn to make cultural 
comparisons. Mrs. Marouf's Arabic 
students had a "date" party to learn 
about the kinds grown and harvested 
in Bahrain. Spanish I is taught by Ms. 
Rejai and Spanish II is taught by Mrs. 
Eaker. These two teachers hosted 
the 2008 Spanish Competition which 
included dictation, oral testing and 
games. 

"He who does wot kwow foreign languages does not know anything about his own." Goethe 

•J* " 
>5* 

Ll-iMITifl-m i 
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"We study the past so in the present and in the future, we do n&t repeat the mistakes of our ancestors before us." -Anonymous 

SOCIAL STUDIES! SOCIAL STUDIES! 
Thanksgiving is an 
authentic American 
holiday that Mrs. 
Washington never 
forgets. It recognizes 
a time for celebrating 
the harvest and sharing 
a bountiful surplus 
with others, as seen 
below at the Middle 
School's Feast. Serve 
me up a double portion 
Mrs. Washington! 
Abdulrahman, Khalid, 
Hikaru, Lucas, and Katie 
show off their projects. 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Social Studies teachers plan a variety of 
activities which are incomparable to any 
textbook. By the smiles on students' faces, 
this is effective! Great smiles Lara and Doug. 
World Regions and History focus on people, 
places, and cultures. Doing homework in 
Social Studies is actually fun! Tristan C., 
Steven K., Noora A., Abdulla M., Minsu J, 
Sarah J., Marvin R., and Patrick K. proudly 
display their works from the ever-popular 
unit on Egypt. 

Are there some budding archeologists here? 



Mathewatic Projects 
Ms. Rejai and Ms. Choe made 
learning in mathematics fun 
with challenging projects. In 
Ms. Rejai's classes, students 
made posters to communicate 
the meaning of mathematical 
terms and concepts. Students 
learned about symmetry in 
Ms. Choe's class by looking 
and drawing the human face. 

MATHEMATICS 

Math Projects 
Thanks to Ms. Choe and Ms. Rejai 
the 7th and 8th graders were able to 
participate in fun projects to learn about 
the world of m ath. They had a great 
year! 

"The most incomprehensible thing about the wt 
Microscopes 
Mrs. Karr and Mrs. 
Webb taught us to use 
the amazing invention 
from the Renaissance, 
the microscope. 
We learned how to 
change the slides and 
magnification so that 
we could take a closer 
look and see details of 
our world. 
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X DON'T X 
FORGET T O > 

SPEND SO ME QU ALITY 
TIME WIT H YO UR J 

\ COMPUTER! C 
' MY FA VORITE> 
SPORT! SQU ARE 
S DANCING? . 

Thank you, 
Mr. and Mrs. Washington 

for your six years at Bahrain 
School teaching us healthy 
habits and opening people's 
eyes so that they can make 
good choices. We will long 
remember our square dancing 
lessons. May you continue to 
enjoy the "Dance of Life." 

It's a TECH WORLD! 

IT'S A TECH WORLP 
Click, click, click! Students tap the computer keys in 
Mr. Sagle's Computer Applications Class. The nitty 
gritty of Corel Draw, Corel Paint, and PowerPoint 
keep the students tapping away. 

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE 
Cha-ching! The money 
rolls in when Ms. Choe's 
class gets to work. Field 
trips included the Bahrain 
Stock Exchange and the 
Navy Federal Credit 
Union. 

INTO WwlFt 

"The only way to keep your health is to eat what you don't want, drink what you don't like, and do what you would rather not." Mark Twain 
Yearbook 
In Mrs. Higbee's yearboi 
class we learned to problem 
solve and make decisions as we 
helped manage the making of 
this year's elementary and high 
school yearbooks. Picture taking, 
page layouts and copy writing 
were the main tasks. Right: 
YB students working: Ibrahim, 
Reem, Victoria, Kendra, Kate, 
Rania, Emily, Rachel, Nadera, 
Maryam, Lara, and Maram. 

EARBOOKS 
FOR SALEl/ 
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HAPPY 

1 
' \M * - Vty * 

Arvie Marvin Renger Valentina Reem 

You haven't seen scary... 

HALLOWEEN 

Tristan 

You may think you've seen 
scary, but you didn't see the Middle School 
Halloween Dance! Dj Rakan set up the night 
with crazy tunes. The monsters and goons 
danced the night away! The food kept all 
the Halloween creatures filled with treats! 
There was also an entertaining costume 
competition in which three lucky boys and 
three lucky girls were fortunate to win. 
A big thank you goes to the High School 
Student council for decorating with Emily 
Austin. 
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'.maker 

Book Binder 

/^lussblotwr ,/Potter?' MnUci 

cr os from the support of a cause we believe to be just. Lincoln the probablity that we may fail in the struggle ought wot to d 

Rafiyah Ravat Khaled Jalal 
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THANKSGIVING CELEBRATION 
FESTIVITIES 
Thanksgiving Day was full of festivities. A traditional 
Thanksgiving lunch was served in the cafeteria. The 
eighth graders presented a play called The Proclamation 
of 1863 which showed how Abraham Lincoln made 
Thanksgiving a national holiday. Dioramas were 
displayed depicting Colonial Occupations, The Mayflower 
Voyage and Life in the New World. The traditional 
Thanksgiving song "Over The River and Through The 
Woods" was sung by students in K-5. 

President Lincoln's aide (Douglas Hillyer) escorts Mrs. Sarah Hale (Lara 
Abdulrahim) to Abraham Lincoln (Vince Van Diemen) in the hope she 
can convince him to declare the last Thursday in November a national 
holiday. 

Evan Armstrong Khaled and Ebrahim 

BAHRAIN SCHOOL 

Reem A1 Sager Ibrahim Laabidi 
r 
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High schoolers enjoy turkey, mashed 
potatoes, and corn on the cob. 
The eighth grade US History class 
performers pose after their play. 
Bassel shows his Pottery Maker 
diorama. Be sure to view the other's 
dioramas below. 

Potterv Maker 

Rakan Rabaya Mikaela Lojdqvist 



Love is a symbol of eternity. It wipes out all sense of time, destroying all memory of a beginning and all fear of an end 
love is in the Air at Bahrain School 
On Valentine's Day people showed their love by giving candy 
grams and roses to each other. Students could remember 
the day forever by having a picture taken in the heart photo 
booth set up during lunchtime by the yearbook students and 
Mrs. Higbee. The Valentine's Day Dance was amazing as 
students danced the night away. The outcome of the voting 
was announced at the end. The king and queen were Mateo 
Hofmann and Reem Alarian. The prince and princess were 
Hannah Kent and Robert Tait. Duke and dutchess were Zoe 
Macias and Steven Karaan. The winners not only got to keep 
their tiaras and crowns and more importantly they kept the 
good feeling of knowing their classmates had voted for them. 

is'imin 
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READ-A-THON "OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!" 

On March 3rd at 9:30am on 
the dot, the whole school 
celebrated Dr. Seuss' birthday 
with a Read-a-Thon. Now we 
celebrate the graduating Class 
of 2008 with words from Dr. 
Seuss. "Congratulations! Today 
is your day. You're off to Great 
Places! You're off and away!" 

TARTUFFF 

And will yoo succeed? Yes! You will, indeed! 198 and 3/4 percent guaranteed.) - Pr. Seuss 

IM 
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TOYOTA 

flFZl <r'v-r•/ ,pi£=» i^-ij 

ebrahim k. kanoo b.S.c.(C) 

Official Sponsor of the Bahrain International Circuit. 

Call 17 730 73 
Visit Toyota Showroom in Sit' 

www.toyota.comt 

The FJ Cruiser combines the heritage of Toyota with its latest innovative engineering, elegant youthful exterior and intent 
design, and the unrivaled 4WD performance so that it induces in you the spirit of adventure and the enthusiasm to drive 
it immediately. 

' 240 HP, 4 litre, V6 DOHC 24 valve with EFI & WT-i. 

' 5 speed Automatic Transmission with EOT S. 

Part- time 4WD. 
1 D river & Passenger SRS Airbags. 

• TRC (Tra ction Control) & VSC ( Vehicle Stability Control). 

• AB S ( Anti Lock Brake System) with EBD 

( Electronic Brake Distribution) & BA (Brake Assist). 
1 Halogen Headlamps. 

' 3 Front Wipers. 

• 1 6" Aluminum Wheels. 

' 6 CD Player with Auxiliary Input Jac> 

' Rear Parking Sensors. 

• W ireless Central Locking System. 

• 3 years/100,000 Kms Warranty 
(whichever comes first). 

> 
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